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Cumberland, Cumberland County, Maine

Mrs. Nellie B. Jordan
Norman Hulit
Mrs. Francis M. Nelson

Established as Cumberland East on June 2, 1821. Name changed to Cumberland on August
23, 1821. Discontinued to March 30, 1918 (mail to Portland).

West Cumberland, Cumberland County, Maine
Postmasters
Established on January 28, 1846. Discontinued on December 20, 1900 (mail to Portland).
James Prince
William Buxton
Charles Poland
Jacob Merrill
Charles Poland
David Gray
John N. Dunn
Edward H. Trickey
Alfred W. Doughty

Postmasters
Greenleaf Mountfort
Mrs. Hannah T. Mountfort
James W. Mountfort
Lorenzo H. Wilson
Alnah L. Wilson
Appointment Dates through September 30, 1971

Appointment Dates through March 30, 1918
May 16, 1826
March 30, 1827
April 7, 1828
March 18, 1839
June 29, 1841
December 3, 1845
May 3, 1849
December 2, 1878
February 12, 1886
August 2, 1888
October 11, 1892
April 26, 1923
August 26, 1930
July 15, 1936 (assumed charge)
August 3, 1937 (confirmed)
April 3, 1971 (assumed charge)

June 2, 1821
August 23, 1821
December 22, 1842
June 19, 1849
January 7, 1853
January 20, 1853
July 7, 1870
November 18, 1895
September 16, 1904
Cumberland Center, Cumberland County, Maine
Established as Cumberland Centre on May 16, 1826.
Postmasters
William Bird
Howard Willis
Reuben Rideout
Joseph Waterhouse
Joel Prince, Jr.
Willard Clough
Samuel True
Everett L. Blanchard
Nellie H. McCollister
Benjamin Whitney
James L. Dunn
George W. Jordan
4

Appointment Dates Through December 20, 1900
January 28, 1846
March 3, 1873
June 29, 1875
September 27, 1878
December 31, 1883
We can furnish for a total cost of $2.00 electrostats of site location reports relating to these
offices.
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Cumberland

“Home” is more than house can be,
Broader than a family;
Native town long may it stand,
Cumberland.

Graceful elm and maple trees
Waving gently in the breeze;
Winding road of heated sand,
Cumberland.
Greenest lawns and houses neat
Children playing in the street,
Signs of thrift on every hand,
Cumberland.
Skies as blue as anywhere,
All you need of purest air,
Room enough at your command,
Cumberland.
Water? Plenty when it rains,
People, ordinary brains,
Country lads and lasses tanned,
Cumberland.
Morals? Not so very bad,
Better practices might be had,
But for precepts, those are grand
Cumberland.
Little church and schoolhouse, too,
With their teaching kind and true;
Reaping what the fathers planned,
Cumberland.
Just a little country town,
No resort and no renown,
Nothing great and nothing grand,
Cumberland.
Little word of letters four,
Makes me love it more and more,
Ye who feel it understand,
Cumberland.
All its well remembered ways,
Traversed from childhood days,
Dearer far than cities grand,
Cumberland.
6

(Written by Nellie Sweetser)
North Yarmouth
North Yarmouth was granted to Joseph Phippon and others in 1680. It was the eighth town in
the province and is supposed to have derived its name from Yarmouth, England. It originally extended
from the sea five miles, waste land between this grant and Falmouth, also Damriscove Island added
and the whole territory named North Yarmouth, September 22, 1680, at which date the town records
began. Four towns have since been taken off from North Yarmouth, viz, Freeport 1789, Pownal 1808,
Cumberland in 1821 and Yarmouth 1849. John Mare, one of the earliest settlers, located at a point
now in Brunswick called Mare’s Point. William Royal came over about 1630, and made a purchase of
Gorges in 1643. In 1658 he settled on the east side of the Wescustogo River with J. Cousins, R. Bray
and John Mare. A fort was built early near the mouth of Royal River for the accommodation and defense of the inhabitants. But they were compelled by the Indians in 1676 and in 1688 to abandon the
settlement and the fort. The town was revived in 1680 and again in 1722 and resettled. In the second
year of the Spanish or fifth Indian War 1745 A.D., the inhabitants suffered severely by the savage enemy. Of the persons killed were Messrs. Greely and Eaton. The house of John Maine at Flying Point
was broken into early one morning and after a brave personal resistance, he was killed and one of his
children was killed in his mother’s arms and his daughter carried into captivity. Subsequent to the capture of Canada and the close of the Indian wars, the town has had a flourishing growth so that when
it was divided in 1789 it had 3,000 inhabitants, having at that time a greater number of inhabitants
than any other town in Cumberland County. The population on 1850 was 1121, in 1870 –943.
During the period of the Indian wars there were nine or more fortified houses, affording
protection to the one hundred or more families who now lived ther. In the spring 1746, a party of
thirty or forty Indians, remnants of several tribes, appeared in this vicinity and lurked throughout the
summer, hindering the inhabitants in their attempts to plant their crops; and taking every opportunity
to plunder, take captives, and destroy life. North Yarmouth played a part in the American Revolution.
Several men from North Yarmouth were among the troops employed in Sir Arnoldsillfated army to
reach men during the siege of Boston.
A History of the Town of North Yarmouth
The history of North Yarmouth took place before the town was divided. Some of the places
are not a part of our community today, but are situated in nearby towns.
Incorporation of North Yarmouth
At a court held early in 1680, by Thomas Danforth, who had been appointed Provincial President by Massachusetts, confirmation was made to Joseph Phippon and others of a township of land,
which was five miles in width and which was located on each side of Wescustogo River, (later called
Royall’s River.) The grant had been made before by Ferdinando Gorges; and at an assembly held in
September by that year, the town was incorporated as appears by the following instrument—
7
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“At Fort Royall, in Falmouth, 22nd September 1680. For the further enlargement and incourgement of the township by the Government and company of the Massachusetts, on the easterly
side of Wescustogo River, on Casco Bay. It is hereby granted unto them that the waste lands lying
between the said grant and Falmouth shall be added to the township, and also an island lying between
the sea and said township, called New Dameras Cove. It is also ordered and declared that the name of
the said Plantation shall be North Yarmouth.
Thomas Danforth, President”

him, the expense being defrayed from the common treasury.
At length, however, new and important Churches came into existence. At the present time
there is one active church and another that is not in use, the First Parish Congregational Church at
Walnut Hill and the Methodist Episcopal Church in the eastern part of the town respectively.
In October, 1906, the First Parish Congregational Church of this town celebrated its 100th
anniversary. At this celebration, a complete history of the church was delivered by the Rev. J. S. Richards, who was then pastor.
Sixty years later in September, 1793, twenty-six members of this First Parish who lived in the
westerly and northwesterly parts of the town were dismissed and organized as a new church. This
was called the Second Congregational Church of North Yarmouth. It had two places of worship;
one at Walnut Hill and the other on the “Tuttle Road”near where the present Church now stands at
Cumberland Center. A council was called to reorganize the Church and to hire a pastor, Mr Rufus
Anderson. The council met, the church was solemnly reorganized as the Church of Christ, and the
members entered into a covenant. The council, however, declined to hire a pastor, because there was
no regularly incorporated parish to join with the church and be responsible for the expenses. The next
year, in 1794, one hundred thirty-two of the inhabitants in these two districts petitioned the legislature
of Massachusetts, of which state we were then a part, to be incorporated into a separate parish to be
known as the Northwest Religious Society in North Yarmouth. Therefore, this was the “Second Parish”and the Church organization was the second one in the town. Two meeting houses were erected in
1794, one on the Tuttle Road and one at Walnut Hill.
The arrangement continued until 1806, when the Second Territorial parish was institutated.
This Church was organized on September 30, 1806 and was the third Church in town. The town of
Cumberland was set off from North Yarmouth in 1820. The Church there became the Congregational Church of Cumberland. The town of Yarmouth was set off from this town in 1849. The church
there became the Congregational Church of Yarmouth. Therefore, the one church of this denomination in the town today assumes the title of First Parish Congregational and present pastor in Rev.
Gladys D. York, who has been there a number of years.

The origin of the name given to the town has been the subject of much conjecture, all agreeing that it was taken from that of Yarmouth England. Yet what connection it had with that town
has been a puzzling question. Mr. William Rowe of Yarmouth, in one of historical writings, tells the
following:
“One of the largest land owners on Royall’s River, and one of the first trustees of the new
town, was Bartholomew Gedney of Salem. Mr. Gedney’s father was a wine merchant in Yarmouth,
England, and had come to Salem in 1637, three years before the birth of Bartholomew. What was
more natural than that Gedney, with his strong interest in the town and hopes for the future, should
give to the town the name of the home of his father, at the mouth of Yare in olde England. The North
was given to distinguish it from the other Massachusetts town of that name, on Cape Cod.”
The Division of the Town
The earliest bounds of the ancient town were “beginning at the sea coast at a white rock,
adjoining Falmouth N.W. eight miles, then N.E. about eleven miles until inter-sected by a line, running
N.W. from the mouth of the Bungonug River and from the white rock and the mouth of the river to
extend S.E. to the sea.” By these lines, Mare Point, Merriconeag, Chebeague, and a large number of
minor islands, also Small Point at the mouth of Kennebec River, were included within the limits of
this venerable mother.
Mare Point was set off to Brunswick in 1730; Small Point to Georgetown in 1741. Merriconeag
and the islands adjacent were incorporated as Harpswell in 1758, which was set off from North Yarmouth in 1750. Freeport was set off and incorporated as a town in 1789. Cumberland was set off and
incorporated in 1821, and Yarmouth in 1849. This town is now a small township removed from the
coast, but she is proud of her thrifty and enterprising children.
The Church
In early New England, the history of the church was the history of the community. Three
years before the permanent organization of North Yarmouth and after the meeting house was raised
in Yarmouth [
]to a convenant, and were constituted a church, there being present the Elders
and Messengers of the Churches of Wells, Falmouth, Scarborough, and Biddeford. This was the tenth
church in Maine. The public meeting house which is on Casco Bay was incorporated by Rev. William
Tompson.
Rev. A. R. Cutter, who was born in West Cambridge and educated at Harvard College, began
to preach in North Yarmouth on November 10, 1727, and was ordained first pastor of the church and
minister of the town on the same day that the church was organized and by the same council.
For many years the people were gathered in one place for worship, some of them travelling by
land or water, five and even ten or twelve miles. Occasionally preaching was provided in different sections of the territory, the pastor sometimes preaching at different places having an assistant furnished
8

Schools
At present, there are four schools and the townhouse; formerly there were seven, three of
which have passed out of existence.
The Sligo School on the Sligo Road was torn down and the lumber was used in constructing
horse-sheds at the town house. The Smith School, located in the northern part of the town, near the
Pownal line, was purchased by one of the town’s residents and removed to the Royal Road. The third,
located on the Gray Road, was near the present site of Dowling’s Store.
The “Little Red Schoolhouse”of which we often read in song and story was one exemplified
in at least two places in North Yarmouth. One of these was located in the northern part of the town
near where the Hicks School is now. The other was built at Crockett’s Corner, but was later moved
to a lot on top of the hill, opposite the house of Misses Lucy and Ellen Kelly. It was used as a school
building until a new one was erected in 1884.
Industries
Ship building and agriculture were the most important industries of ancient North Yarmouth.
Some of the strongest ships in the world were built here. These vessels were built not only at the water’s edge, but also back in the vicinity of Walnut Hill. In the winter, the ships that were built inland
9
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were hauled by oxen to the falls in Yarmouth, a distance of five or six miles. They were placed upon
the ice in the river or upon the shore ready for the “Spring Opening.” Samuel Chase is said to have
built several ships in the vicinity of Walnut Hill.
Now, shipbuilding is but a memory, but agriculture is still carried on extensively. Most of the
people live on farms and carry on some branch of agriculture, such as the raising of corn and vegetables for canning in nearby factories, or for markets in neighboring towns and cities. Other farm occupations are the raising of poultry, sheep, and cattle.
In the eastern part of the town, there are large quarries of fine granite. The granite from these
quarries has been used to construct the following: the bridge between Orr’s and Bailey’s Islands, the
Catholic church, pumping station, and post office at Yarmouth, and it has been used in the foundations of many buildings. Numerous monuments have also been made from this granite.
Lumbering is an outstanding industry. There are about 600,000 feet of lumber sawed yearly.
Much of this lumber is used locally, and the remainder of it is shipped to Boston.
The clay in the northwestern part of the town is used by three brick manufacturers. Approximately 1,000,000 bricks are produced yearly. The new building of North Yarmouth Academy was
constructed from bricks from these kilns.
A few years ago, Fred D. Morrill and Sons built two large greenhouses. They specialized in the
raising of carnations, which were shipped to points between Calais, Maine, and New York City. Now
they are run by Mr. Cote.

stopped at a place between where Cole’s house and the Congregational Church now stands. They
buried their treasures. Among them were two millstones and some silverware. All that has ever been
found of the valuables is one silver spoon of Dutch make.
Tradition also says that North Yarmouth had its witch. It is rumored that in the vicinity of
Ryder’s Hill there was a woman who could go over a four foot fence with a pail of water in each hand,
and not spill a drop of the water. Hence the witch. Another peculiarity is that she shed three tears
only, and those all came from the left eye.
The Memorial Highway
Soon after the close of the First World War, a memorial road was established, extending from
the four corners, just above the home of Charles L. Dunn, to a point where the New Gloucester and
Hollowell Roads meet near the home of Mrs. Mary Loring. It covers a distance of about two miles. A
committee composed of Edward Hayes, Ansel L. Dunn and Henry N. Sweetser was chosen to solicit
funds, which were to be used in beautifying this road.
At each end of this Memorial Highway, two monuments of stone were erected with the following inscription on each: “To honor the men of North Yarmouth who have served in defense of their
country.”
Pine and Maple trees have been set out of both sides of the highway, and a flag pole has been
placed at each end of the road from which “Old Glory” floats on all special days and holidays.

Items of Interest to Close Report of North Yarmouth
Taken from the reading of the 250th Anniversary of the Town of North Yarmouth in 1930.
One of the natural beauties of the town is Royall’s River, which with its many branches flows
through the town of New Gloucester, Gray, Pownal, North Yarmouth, and Yarmouth. Some of the
most beautiful homes in these towns are situated on the banks of this river.
Two railroads pass through the territory of North Yarmouth. The Maine Central Railroad was
built during the years of 1870 and 1871. The Grand Trunk Railway was completed from Portland to
Montreal in 1853, but it was opened for travel from Portland to North Yarmouth in 1848.
Another natural beauty is Walnut Hill, which gives its name to that part of North Yarmouth
in which it is situated. From the top of this hill one may get a beautiful view of the country for many
miles.
Then there is Wescustogo Hill on which is situated the lovely Wescustogo Spring. Several years
ago, a hotel was erected near this spring. This hotel, which was never completed, was torn down, but
many people visited the beautiful spring.
It is said that many years ago, a steamer called the Steamer Hoyt was navigated on Royall’s
River from Yarmouth to the Wecustogo Hotel. During a severe storm, the ship was blown from its
moorings and went off over the dam in Yarmouth.
Here is an item of interest: the first vessel which sailed through the Suez Canal was commanded by a North Yarmouth man. His name was Captain Edward Thompson.
A few items which have been handed down by word of mouth from generation to generation
are as follows: it is known that as long ago as 1795, there was a log schoolhouse in this town. It was
located on the site where Edwin McIntyre’s house in now. About the same time a man was walking
along the road near the schoolhouse and dropped dead. No one knows who he was or where he came
from. He was buried near the place where he was found, and the grave happened to be where the
Walnut Hill Cemetery is at the present time.
Long ago, in time of war, some North Yarmouth people were traveling in ox teams to the garrison at the falls, taking their valuables with them. One of the teams was so heavily loaded that they
10

History of West Cumberland
The first recorded history of West Cumberland began when the three Shaw brothers made
their way up from Cumberland Foreside. Joseph Shaw located his home where the late Joseph Williams Shaw lived, or what is now the Neal Dow place. David Shaw settled where Mr. Winslow’s place
is now, and Vehenuah Shaw where Mr. Alfred Legrow now lives. It was the tradition of the family
that two of these brothers had to return to the Foreside for additional supplies, and the third was to
stay and guard the materials already brought to the new site. He kept the fires burning and fought the
wolves away during the night. This part of the town has always been called Shawtown for the number
of inhabitants by that name.
Old Buildings and Houses
Among the old buildings and houses in West Cumberland are Hulits’ on the Range Road,
George Emery’s on Pig Hill, the old tavern where Corcorans now live, Whitneys’, Ramseys’, the blacksmith shop on the Gray Road, the George Merrill place on the Gray Road, and Lester Scott’s home.
Two old mills located in West Cumberland are Mountfords’ and Wilsons’. Two old churches are the
Methodist, which is still used; and the Universalist, which is closed.
The Interurban Line ran through West Cumberland because it is on the direct route between
Portland and Lewiston.
The Gray Road, route no. 100, runs through West Cumberland and is a direct route from
Portland to Lewiston.
Gray Road Inn was originally a dine and dance place. Across from Gray Road Inn there was a
small zoo, where all kinds of animals were kept. Picnic grounds were at the side of the zoo.
11
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The old Range Road originally went by Hulits’, down by Whitneys’, came out onto Charles
Shaw’s driveway near Strattons’, and then came out at Forest Lake where it connected with the old
Portland Road.
The meeting place for the people of West Cumberland used to be in the old store at the top of
Morrison Hill.
The Post Office was originally located in West Cumberland at the top of Morrison Hill. It was
in a store which has since been burned. It was moved to the Center so as to be an equal distance from
all parts of town.
The fairgrounds were moved to West Cumberland, along with the race track, because of the
better conditions of this locality. There was more room and better ground for the track.
The old Gurney schoolhouse was at the corner of Blanchard and Skillin Roads and has now
been converted into a house and moved.
The old Levi Morrill mill has been torn down along with a mill which carded wool.

There was a trolley line running between Portland and Yarmouth along the Atlantic Highway,
but this was taken up some fifteen or twenty years ago.
For a long time Cumberland Foreside has been a place where many wealthy families in and
around Portland have made their homes.
Phillips M. Payson has a large estate beside Wildwood Park, which had primarily been a town
farm. Charles Morrill of the Burnham and Morrill Company has a large piece of property and a large
house which has been there for some time. It was built by David Gray, on land bought from Sumner
Sturdivant; formerly the Allen Estate, being a part of the Chamberlain property.

Cumberland Foreside
As early as 1640, George Felt, born in 1600, lived in a stone garrison at Broad Cove Bay on
land which he had purchased of John Phillips, a Welchman who had probably before occupied it. In
1643, Felt re-purchased it of an agent of Sir Ferdinando Gorges, proprietor of Maine.
Here he reared a family. He had two sons: George, killed by the Indians on Munjoys Island
(now called Peaks Island) in 1676; and Moses, born in 1650 and living in Chelsea, Massachusetts, who
died in 1733. George Felt, senior, died in Malden in 1688. These were probably the first white inhabitants of Cumberland.
The settlement increased in numbers towards the east near the Wescustogo River, and in 1674
it was supposed to have existed nearly 40 years. This, then, would give the approximate date of the
first settlement at about 1635.
Walter Gendall, who in 1674 had for several years been an enterprising man in the vicinity,
lived near the Falmouth line.
In 1675, King Phillips war began and the inhabitants fled to westerly towns where they could
be defended. The sawmill, erected on the east side of Royall’s River at the lower falls in 1674 by Henry Sayward, was burned, as were most of the dwellings.
Peace was concluded in April, 1678, at Falmouth. Most of the inhabitants who had fled in
1675 were still living and immediately began to return to their desolate homes.
Off the coast but belonging to Cumberland is Chebeague Island, the largest of the islands
belonging to Cumberland. It is about two miles from the foreside shore.
In 1650, a Bostonian by the name of Merry bought the island and named it Merry Island. He
then sold it to another Massachusetts man, John King, for $500.00.
In 1743, a slice of the island was purchased by Colonel Thomas Westbrook, a very prominent
and influential figure in Maine history.
This concludes the early history of the settling of the foreside section of the Town of Cumberland.
In the early 1900s, there was a settlement just about midway between the Yarmouth and
Falmouth town lines along the Foreside which was called Wildwood Park. This was originally a place
for summer tourists. There were numerous bungalows instead of the year-round homes that are there
now.
The beach was well kept, as was the pier, and the pier was much longer than now and had
electric lights. There were very few houses at first, compared to the thirty-one that are there now.
12

Chebeague Island
Chebeague, or Indian Isle, as it was sometimes called, is the most important island belonging
to Cumberland. The Indians called the island T’Cabie or Chebidisco, meaning cold spring. When
a division of the island was made in 1837, Chebeague Island was given to Cumberland. The island,
which is eight miles east of Portland, is four and one-half miles long and about one mile wide. It is
famous for its many sales changes. The first record of its sale is from an Englishman, Rigby, to Walter
Merry of Boston. In 1680, it was sold to the sons of Rev. Robert Jordan, who conveyed 650 acres to
Walter Gendall. Again, in 1743 it was owned by the First Church in Boston and by Colonel Thomas.
The island was again sold to Capt. Waldo and Col. Waite; the land was divided between them. Waite
was forced to leave his 1400 acres when he was thought to be aiding the English during the Revolutionary War. The next settler was Ambrose Hamilton, a Scotchman. He had fourteen children, and
his wife was the first settler to be buried on the island.
The increase in population:
1800------------------------ 60 people
1840----------------------- 250 people
1880------------------------- over 1700
1920----- summer population 1800
With increase of population, the wealth and prosperity of the island increased. The different
occupation of these people were carpenters, ship carpenters, ministers, masons, painters, traders, engineers, fishermen, and pilots.
Early Settlers
As early as 1640, George Felt, born in 1600, lived in a stone garrison at Broad Cove, Casco
Bay. He had purchased the 300 acres of land from John Phillips, who had probably bought it from an
agent of Sir Ferdinando Gorges. He had two sons, one of whom was killed by the Indians on Peaks
Island in 1676, and the other who lived in Chelsea, Massachusetts.
In 1722, John Powell purchased several lots of land at Broad Cove. His estate included what is
now the Doctor Nolan Farm on Cumberland Foreside, the first house on the left coming out of Tuttle
Road. The coming of John Powell brought much added strength to the new community. Since few
men of his education would have cared to leave the ease of a city home and come to the hardships of
a life in the backwoods, all the people of surrounding territories respected him. His wife was Annie
Dummer, the sister of Lieutenant Governor William Dummer. Powell died at the age of 73 in 1742.
The only person that came with John to his new home was his youngest son, Jeremiah Dummer Pow13
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ell, who inherited the estate at Broad Cove. He also became as prominent figure in Cumberland as
his father. He served North Yarmouth as her representative in the General Court for 11 years. He was
chosen into the Council first in 1776, serving as a member from Sagadohoc four years, and afterwards
from Maine eight more years. Nineteen years he was judge of the Cumberland Court of Common
Pleas. He built an iron refinery in 1756 between the present location of the Grand Trunk Railway
and the Show Shop Canal at the Upper Falls. He died on September 17, 1784. There are no present
descendants of this family.
The Sweetser family of today look to Seth Sweetser, who came from Hartford, England, to
Charlestown in 1637, as their American ancestor. The ancestors of the family that settled here in
Cumberland are the brothers John and Benjamin. The latter married Olive Blanchard and their home
stood where the library now stands, and he owned all the land from the library to the church, selling
it off by lots. He was a music teacher and composed a book of songs called “The Old Cumberland
Collections”. His son, Samuel, and family were the first of the Sweetsers to move to the house where
Herman Sweetser now lives. Samuel’s son, Fred, was the father of Herman, and Samuel’s daughter,
Elizabeth, married David Wilson and had a son, William, and a granddaughter, Hazel McGoff. Benjamin Sweetser, therefore, was the great-grandfather of the present Herman Sweetser and Hazel McGoff.
In 1738, James Merrill moved to Falmouth and married Mary Adams. Their son Humphrey
Jr., who married Hannah Lunt, had a son Alexander, who married Betsy Knight. The son Charles, of
Alexander and Betsy, moved to Turkey Lane, where Halvor Morrill now lives. Charles Merrill had a
son, Edward, who in turn had the sons Halvor and Wayne.
Philip Greely came from Salisbury, Massachusetts to North Yarmouth. One morning at the
age of 35, he was traveling on an early morning errand from one garrison to another, and was killed
by some hiding Indians after his dog discovered their presence. Rather than let him warn the garrison,
they fired, instantly killing him, a sacrifice by which the lives of many in the garrison were saved. His
son Eliphalet, who was only two years old at the death if his father, later took land on what is now
called, from his name, “Greely Road.” Philip Greely’s daughter, Jane, married David Sturdivant, and
they lived in the present Sumner Lowe’s place on Cumberland Foreside. Eliphalet’s son, also called
Eliphalet, was a man of substance and note in Cumberland. He was president of Casco Bank, a
mayor of Portland, and founder of Greely Institute. Asa Greely, brother to Eliphalet, was an uncle to
Mr. Charles Greely’s father, who lived in the house between the Sweetsers and Hazletts [Mrs. Edward
Lincoln, 1962].
In 1723 James Buxton settled in North Yarmouth. His son, Benjamin, married Elizabeth
Grant. Their son, David, married Abigale Sawyer, and their son Asaph married Sara Blanchard.
Their daughter in turn married Simon P. Powell, and their daughter is the present Bess Burnell and
their son was Helen Bragg’s father.
In 1632, John Prince came from England to Watertown, Massachusetts. He had twelve children. His eleventh child, Thomas, married Ruth Turner. Their son, Benjamin, came to North Yarmouth, married Ebial Nelson, and settled near Prince’s Point, which was named from him. Their
son Paul, born in 1720, married Hanna Cushing; their son Cushing, born in 1745, married Hanna
Blanchard. Their son, Thaxter, married Apphia Noyes, and their son Moses, grew up to be a sea
captain. He married Susan Buxton, who was Mrs. Bess Burnell’s aunt. This family settled in the Alice
Fickett house.
Moses took his wife, Susan, and his son, Carroll, (who at that time was only three years old) on
one of his voyages. They were ship-wrecked off the coast of Scotland. After being taken ashore in a
breeches-buoy, they had to spend about three weeks getting their possessions off the ship. During this
time, the Prince family stayed in port, in Robert Burns’ cottage.
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Carroll Prince and his wife donated the money for the Prince Memorial Library.
Occupations and Industries
Blacksmith Shops
There once stood, about halfway between Samuel LaPan’s house (this house burned, and is
now Paul Brown’s) and Hazlett’s house (Edward Farrell’s and Mrs. Edward Lincoln), a building with
an old familiar sign with a painted black horse on one end and a horse shoe on the other. In the center
it said, “Samuel True Blacksmith”. The shop, owned and operated by Samuel True and his son Edward, had two doorways. One was where horses were shod with shoes and nails made by the Trues;
through the other door, the oxen were taken and placed in a sling for shoeing.
Colonel True was postmaster for twenty-six years. The post office was in the house that burned
a few years ago on the site of Samual Lapan’s house (now Paul Brown’s, which was demolished in
1972 and is now a Texaco station).
Colonel True, while a young man in Portland, built the first grate for burning anthracite coal.
Another blacksmith shop was that of Fred Adams. Fred Adams’ father was a blacksmith in
West Gray, and at that time there was not a smitty in Cumberland, so the Cumberland residents made
arrangements with Fred Adams to build him a shop if he would run it. They built the shop a few feet
North of [present Parsonage (1963)] house. It was operated by Fred Adams and Orrin S. Thomes for
years. Benjamin Whitney bought out Orrin S. Thomes. Then he built carriages.
After that, Captain John Doughty bought out Benjamin Whitney, and later Fred Adams
bought out and ran the shop alone for many years. Fred Adams retired a few years ago and after his
death three years ago, the shop was torn down.
Stores
An interesting building still stands at the Center, but not in its old place. The building which is
now Burke’s Stable once stood about where the front of Fred Adams’ Blacksmith Shop was. The store
was connected to the house by a small ell containing one room. The building stood side of the road
and was used by Captain Nicholas Humphrey as a store, selling groceries, hardware and everything
else that was found in a country store. This store was a gathering place for the men when they wanted
to hear news from the battle fronts. The news was read from the Boston Journal.
Work Shops
There stood, until 1882, a woodworking shop where Mrs. Bragg’s garage now stands. The first
floor was used as a woodworking shop where Mrs. Bragg’s grandfather did custom work. The second
floor was a meeting place of the Good Temperance Club, which was the first club in this area.
Old Mills
The water power priviledges in the western part of the town have been occupied for more
than a century by saw mills. A saw mill and grist mill built by Captain Andrew Leighton in 1732 was
near where Mr. Mountfort’s mill now stands. On the next site above, Mr. George Hicks had a shingle
and saw mill.
Just below the present highway an old up-and-down mill existed for a while in the early days.
15
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On the opposite side of the brook, Mr. Adams Perrier operated a carding mill, the only one for many
miles around. The fleece sheared from the sheep belonging to the farmers was sent to this mill.
When the finished product appeared, it was in the form of rolls ready for the spinning wheels
of the wives and daughter to convert into yarn. The yarn in turn was converted by knitting or weaving
on the hand looms into stockings, blankets, and quilts.

Grapeshot

Brickmaking
Brickmaking has been an industry to note in this town. The old brickyard locations may be discerned in several places; one on the farm of Randall Sawyer below the house near the spring; another
in Blanchard’s field west of Frank Oulton at the station near the Maine Central Railroad. It was not
uncommon for bricks to be made and burned in small quantaties near the location of the house where
they were to be used.
Agriculture
Agriculture has always been an industry of note in Cumberland. Orcharding is now becoming
an important industry. In the early years, fruit trees were few in number, and the splendid fruit now
grown in many orchards (such as Sweetser’s) was unknown. Mr. Amassa Sweetser and his brother Sam
were very much interested in pomology, and they were the first to introduce the grafting of standard
varieties into young trees which had grown from seed.
Spears Boatyard
Every driver of an automobile is familiar with Spear’s Hill on the Federal Road in the town
of Cumberland, especially if he has attemped to go either up or down its steep side after a winter ice
storm. One may not know that it takes its name from one of the owners of one of the most famous
building yards on Casco Bay, to the site of which the little road which turns toward the shore at the
bottom of the hill leads. Here, David Spear and David Spear, Jr., during some fifty years, built some
fifty ships– the father thirty-four ships, two barks, seventeen brigs, and seven schooners; the son, twenty-three ships, sixteen barks, and one schooner.
The elder David Spear must have opened the yard soon after the close of the War of 1812 and
probably produced the full rigged brig of the day, all evidently on the same moulds, for the whole list
varies but a few tons either side of two hundred. Four of his seven schooners are ninety tons and three
of one hundred. Of his ships, the Moscow, Ocean, and Elizabeth are of three hundred tons each, and
the John Camdus measures four hundred.
David Spear, Jr. received his education at North Yarmouth and Gorham academies and the
trade of shipbuilding from his father. He and his father built his first bark together, the Jane. This
was the last boat Elder Spear made. He died in 1842. David, Jr. succeeded his father and built twenty
boats.
The last three ships were a loss, so the yard was closed. Besides giving up the yard he had to
give up other property to satisfy his creditors and begin life over again as a common laborer, getting
less than a dollar a day.
The Spears Yard, however, was leased at sometime by other builders; for here in 1862 was built
the Minnie Traub (286 tons), in 1863 the bark Gertruds (416 tons), the bark M. M. Haven (405 tons),
and in 1866 the bark Woodside (609 tons). The Woodside become one of the boats in Lewis’ fleet.
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In 1853, in Spears Shipyard, a fine bark of medium clipper moder— one hundred and twenty
feet long on deck with twenty-six and eight inches of beam and twelve feet depth of hold, registering
three hundred and forty-five tons— was christened Grapeshot.
As a figurehead she carried a great gun. She was built after the model bark “Peacock”of Salem, which
held the record at that time for the shortest run to Buenos Ayres. Grapeshot was sold to George Lowe
of New York and won her fame in the following way:
William Poole, a notorious and dangerous character, had eluded the authorities and found
passage on the Isabelle Jowett, a steamer bound for Europe.
The U.S. chartered the Grapeshot and she sailed in pursuit of the escaping criminal, leaving
port a day later than the steamer. The Jewett was scheduled to call at Foyal, one of the Azores, and
hither the Grapeshot sailed and the steamer found her awaiting her when she arrived.
Poole was taken off and the Grapeshot was not so glorious, for the last report of her was that
of Captain D. Wilson of Cumberland, who sighted her off the mouth of the Mississippi, fallen to the
depths of infamy as a slaver, and having on board a cargo of “blackcattle”.
Twenty ships built by David Spear Jr. after the death of his father in 1842 are as follows:
Bark Jane
Bark Salune
Bark Juniata
Bark Cumberland
Schooner Romeo
Bark I. Forbes
Bark San Francisco
Ship Martha’s Vineyard
Ship Chimera
Ship Dakota
Bark Peacock
Bark Star of the East
Bark Grapeshot
Pointer
Uncle Sam
Storm King
Arizona
Liberty

320 tons
268 tons
315 tons
242 tons
115 tons
250 tons
268 tons
803 tons
670 tons
1054 tons
301 tons
316 tons
345 tons
506 tons
336 tons
372 tons
583 tons
374 tons

1839
1842
1844
1846
1847
1847
1848
1849
1850
1851
1852
1853
1853
1854
1855
1856
1856
1857

Business Interests in 1850
Cumberland Center was a beautiful village of twenty-five dwellings. It contained also the town
house built in 1832, Church, Agricultural Hall, and stores of Blanchard Brothers established by Mr.
Rideout and sons; C. H. Blanchard’s post office and store; Dillingham Sister’s fancy goods; A. M.
Rideout wagons; B. W. True, Smith.
A mile distant is the Cumberland Depot. In the north are James Leighton’s carding mills, built
as early as 1800; shingle mills, built as early as 1800; sawmills, built by George Hicks in 1817. Grist
and saw mills were built by H. R. Mountfort in 1865. L. H. Wilson, West Cumberland post master,
17
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sent mails daily to Falmouth post office in the store of Leighton & Wilson. The store opened in 1854.
The old burying ground near the church at Cumberland Center is the oldest and contains
most of the early settlers, as well as the grave of Eliphalet Greely, founder of Greely Institute. The
cemetery in the West at the Methodist Church was opened in 1814. There is another on the Falmouth
Line near the shore and one on the Chebeague Island. These are the town’s property, in charge of a
superintendent of burying grounds.

stood between the house of Sumner Sturdivant and Chamberlain. The ruins of the old cellar may still
be seen surrounded by a few ancient apple trees.
Another interesting building still stands at the center, but not in its old place. The building
formerly owned by Mr. Hill once stood very near the blacksmith shop which recently was torn down.
The building of houses and barns in these olden days used to be the center of interest in the
communities; and when the day for the raising came, it was considered a general holiday. Invitations
were passed along by the way of mouth that “So and So” were to have a raising, and all turned out to
help with the work. Much was accomplished this way because everyone was willing to help his neighbor and knew that they could depend on help in building their homes. After a hard day’s work the
owner provided a hearty supper for all.

Red and White Store
There was once a small store where the present Red and White is now. It was burned about
sixty-years ago. The fire started in the back, a shop that stood where Mrs. Gertrude Bragg’s garage is
now. The store caught fire from the burning shop.
In 1878, the present store was built by F.S. and E. L. Blanchard and went by the name of
Blanchard Brothers Store. One of the brothers lived upstairs and the other in Peterson’s House.
William Wilson, Hazel McGoff’s father, was the next owner. Other owners were O. F. Thomes,
J. L. Dunn, Ted Jordan, Paul Merrill, Lee Adams and the present owner Howard Call. [Pettengill,
Weirs]
The Post Office was in the store all but one year, when it was in a small house near Peterson’s

“The Drowne Farm”
What the Cumberland Town Forest Means to Greely Institute and the Town
Prize Essay Written by Ruth Burnell, June 1928

As the population increased and the attacks by the Indians became less frequent, the land became quite well settled before the year 1821. Then you might have been able to see the houses being
built at this time and a good many are still standing.
Three Shaw brothers made their way to the Western part of town. Joseph William Shaw’s
house is located where the late Joseph Shaw lived. It was the tradition in those days for two of the
brothers to return to the place where they had been living to fetch goods for their comfort and necessity, and left one brother to guard what they had already brought. That brother was left to keep the fires
burning and also to fight the wolves away. This part of town was and is called Shaw-town, because of
the number of inhabitants living there by that name.
Before the Northwest or Blanchard Road was laid out, there were three or four houses west of
the present road. One was situated on a knoll in the lower end of the pasture now owned by William
Chandler. Mr. Baker lived here with his daughter, Betsy. In Mr. Hilton’s field, about one-third of a
mile from the road, is a depression in the ground which indicates the location of the early home of
Mr. Benjamin Buxton and his wife, Elizabeth Grant. Mr. Buxton built the house on the Northwest
Road now owned by Mr. Myron Hilton.
The Tuttle House, the former residence of the late Clara Sweetser, is said to be the oldest
house in the vicinity of the center, situated on the Middle Road. It was built in 1740 by John Sweetser;
it has been called the Bradford House and is located on the right side of the road toward Portland. It
is now the residence of Mrs. Sarah Dunn and her family.
There once stood an old house between Paul Brown’s [1963] house and Mr. Edward Lincoln.
A familiar sign was painted on the house, saying “Samuel True, Blacksmith”. On the sign was a horse
and a horse shoe. The shop, owned and operate by Mr. True and his son Edward, had two doorways;
one was where horses were shod, and the other for oxen. Colonel True lived in the house where the
Post Office was and it burned a few years ago.
In 1743, Nathaniel Blanchard, his wife Hannah Shaw, and their eight children moved from
Weymouth, Massachusetts to this town and settled in what is now known as the Foreside. Their house

The town of Cumberland came into possession of the Town Forest, which was another name
for the Drowne Farm in the early nineteen hundreds through the will of Mrs. Elizabeth Drowne in
1907. Her father, Captain Isaac Sturdivant, owned the farm many years and it is the only farm of one
hundred acres which remains as originally laid out by the first surveyors of the town.
The terms of the will provided that the benefits derived from the farm should be used for
educational purposes. There are thirty-five acres of woodland from which the heavy timber was cut in
1892, and four and five years later the hardwood was cut off. There is a level field of fifty acres particularly adapted to raiding hay, as the soil is a heavy clay loam. A few years ago, one hundred tons of
hay were cut from this field. The remaining fifteen acres are non-agricultural land, suitable for forestry
purposes.
On May 16, 1928, one acre of pine and spruce three-or four-year-old transplants were set
out as a first installment on the Cumberland town forest. This town is the seventh town in the state to
adopt a town forest. It had been suggested that these fifteen acres of non-agricultural land be set out
to spruce, pine, and hemlock, one or two acres each year under the direction of the agricultural class
at Greely Institute.
The state gives the young trees for the transplanting and the necessary care gives Greely boys
experience in forestry.
The school children of today should be taught the importance of conserving our trees, as we
are using or destroying our forests four and one-half times faster than we are replenishing them.
Fifty years ago, forestry, fire preventing, and reforestation meant little to the editors of our
newspapers and magazines. Today, thousands of columns of newspaper and magazines space are
devoted to the great work of public education on forestry.
The establishment of the Cumberland Town Forest will be a valuable asset to the young people of the town. The future generation also will be assured a financial profit; further, Theodore Roosevelt said, “When you help to preserve our forests or plant new ones, you are acting the part of a good
citizen.
The Drowne Farm is now occupied by the Bonneys.
The house has become private property and is owned by Gerald McCarthy.
A school house for the lower grades was built in [] behind the dwelling– and the Town garage
and Town Dump are now beyond the school (1973).
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in existence (1927).
Incorporation of the Town
The Town Hall
The town of Cumberland was incorporated by an act of the Legislature of Maine, dividing
the town of North Yarmouth, passed March 19th and approved March 28, 1821. The new town
included all the lands lying to the eastward of a line beginning at the sea-shore at the southeast corner
of the John Dabney farm, granted in 1735, on the dividing line between lands of Alexander Barr and
Rueben Loring. All persons dwelling on lands, within ninety days of the passage on the act. The town
is eight miles long and three miles wide. It is bounded on the northwest by Gray, on the northeast by
North Yarmouth and Yarmouth, on the southeast by Casco Bay, and on the southwest by Falmouth.
The islands belonging to the town are Great Chebeague, Crotch, Broken Cave, Hope, Smooth Clapboard, Basket, Bates, Ministerial, Stove, Bangs, Sturdivant, Goose, Crow, Sand and Jewell’s Islands.
First Town Meeting
At the first town-meeting held in the Congregationalist meeting house, Monday, April 9, 1821,
David Prince, Esq. was chosen moderator and Rev. Cyrus Cummings opened the meeting by prayer;
James Prince was elected Town Clerk and sworn before Rev. Cyrus Cummings, Justice of the Peace;
David Prince, William, and Beza Blanchard were elected selectmen, Assessors, and Overseers of the
Poor; Captain Ephraim Sturdivant, Treasurer.
Nathaniel Sweetser, Levi Sweetser, Benjamine Prince, John Marston, Jr., Simeon Clough,
Nicholas Rideout, Jr., Solomon Loring, David Spear, Surveyors of Highways; Benjamin Sweetser, Constable; Nathaniel Sweetser, Collector; David Spear, Joseph Smith, John Clough, John Pride,
Joseph W. Collins, Surveyors of Roads and Lumber; James Prince, Joshua Whyman, John Blanchard,
Fence-Viewers; John D. Blanchard, Benjamin Sweetser, Levi Sweetser, David Buxton, William Merrill,
Jr., Andrew Leighton, Alexander Bar, Moses Stubbs, Tything-men; John M. Warren, Sealer of Leather; Joseph Sturdivant, Harbor Master for the Island of Chebeague; Ambrose Hamilton, Collector and
Tythingman; Wentworth Ricker, Jonathan, and Ambrose Hamilton, Fence-Viewers.
The Old Town House
For years the town meetings were held in the church, until it was deemed necessary to provide
a suitable place to hold such gatherings. The question where to locate such a building created much
discussion, and excitement ran high. Various groups of citizens wanted it located in many different
places and six special town meetings were held to decide the exact site. Isaac Merrill offered to give a
piece of land, fifteen rods square, located on the north corner of his farm and adjoining the land of
Justin Kent, now owned by Arno S. Chase; and on September 18, 1832, a vote was passed that the
building be located there.
Still discussion continued, and one morning the towns people awoke to find lumber had been
hauled, the sills placed and fitted, and a town house under process of construction, the work having
been done in the night. After the building was completed, a special town meeting was called to see if
it could be moved to another location, but without success. On May 13, 1833, a deed of the land was
given by Isaac Merrill to the town, through William Buxton, Treasurer of the town.
Col. Joseph Smith was the master builder.
As originally built, the house had a raised platform at each side of the room with rows of seats,
each row a little higher than the one in front. The backs of the seats were straight with the seats at
right angles. Midway of the room were four square pillars supporting the roof. The original desk is still
20

A memorable occasion in the history of Sauga Tribe No. 20. I.O.R.M. was the dedication of
their new wigwam, which took place on the 4th of December, 1914, at Cumberland Center, Maine.
The wigwam is a large two story building with lodge rooms on the second floor, dance hall and
dressing rooms on the first floor, and a commodious banquet hall and kitchen in the basement. As this
was the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Institution of Sauga Tribe, they served their annual supper of
corn and venison to the member of the tribe with their squaws and papooses.
At the seventh run, the guests formed a line and, to the accompaniment of music, marched
to the banquet hall where a bountiful feast was served to nearly three-hundred. After the supper, they
retired to the second floor, where dedication services were held. These services were in charge of the
Great Sachem of Maine. Dr. Henry I. Durgin of South Elliot, who had as his staff post Great Sachem Iva I. Strout, Woodfords, as master of ceremonies; past Great Sachem Ralph Baily, Portland,
and Great prophet Great Mish Frank Meserve, Woodfords, as Mushenawa of the East; Past Great
Sachem Walter K. Swett, Falmouth, as Mushenawa of the West; Great Sachem of R. Herber B. Seal,
Portland, as Mushenawa of the North; and past Great Sachem Harvey Blanchard of the South. The
Stumps were filled by the chiefs of the Sawga Tribe Ralph E. Porter. Sachew, G. F. Leighton Great
Sag. Roy D. Woodbury Jr. Sag. and W.O. Porter Prophet.
The ceremony of dedication was very impressive, and was witnessed by three-hundred-fifty
people. Much praise is due the Great Sachem and his staff, as well as the chiefs of Sawga tribe for the
very able manner in which the services were conducted, each member taking his part with an ease
which showed practice and was conducive to the success of the whole ceremony. After the dedication service, the guests were invited to the first floor where a very excellent program was carried out.
D.D.G.S Edward Ke True of Sawga tribe, acted as toast master and introduced each speaker in a few
well chosen words. Dr. Durgin was the first to speak, and in his usual pleasing manner. He spoke of
the growth of the tribe, comparing it to a child and to the interest taken in each stage of his growth
until he has reached manhood, showing how the tribe has grown and increased until it has reached its
ambition in the building of the new wigwam, which is one of the finest in the state. After Dr. Durgin
came, a ladies’ quartette composed of sisters from Indiana council, Degree of par. after which the
following original poem also by a sister was read.
Dedication of New Town Hall
“A thing of beauty is a joy for ever.”
The poet’s thought appeals to us today.
This noble building, crown of long endeavor;
May it prove a blessing, and worthy too, for aye.
Neighbor it stands to that dear modest building,
Our village church, our common joy and pride.
To Kiske Monitor once dedicated
May its high teaching here by magnified.
For well we know our matter and our watch words,
Fair freedom, friendship, and sweet charity
21
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Are but the echoes of the higher teaching
The Gospel brings to our humanity.
It is its inner shrine hallows the temple;
The heart of anything attests its worth.
To some high object must we dedicate it
And let some noble purpose here have birth.
Freedom attracts; a democratic people,
Cradled in liberty, can ne’er forget
The noble heritage our fathers left us
And with true loyalty would pay our debt.
Over all our lodge-roomswavesour noble banner.
For what it stands, Oh let us often think.
Columbus sons abhor all low enslaving
And never let Americans’ideal sink.
The first American whose name you’ve taken,
Whose loved tradition you so often use,
By those grand orders should not be forsaken
Nor justice to him should they refuse.
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If sometimes with the jar of human friction
That should arise which mars our harmony,
May thought of them rest like a benediction
And bring us back to sweetest charity.
For where should red men look save to his watchword
And to their author Kiske Monitor;
Higher then hunting grounds shall love exalt him
Where the great spirit meets his children true.
Speeches then followed, interspersed with music by Gt. Sr. Sag A. E. Pollard of Portland who
spoke very ably; Gt. Sr. Sag Bradford L. Redonnett of Wiscasset who spoke very feelingly; and P. Gt.
Sachews Ralph Baily and Walter K. Swett, who, because of the late hour, spoke very briefly.
These were much enjoyed by the audience, as were the other numbers which included a
reading in costume by Miss Madeline Brown of Cumberland Center, in her Dutch dialect; which was
enthusiastically applauded. The program closed with a motion dance by two young girls, after which
refreshments were served, thus closing the most memorable occasion in the history of Sawga tribe.
The new wigwam is a commodious structure, and one which has been long needed in this
place. It is a hall of which all are justly proud and is a fitting crown of success to the labor of twenty-five years.
The Meeting House

Though so important must we all regard it,
To speak of friendship must seem platitude.
For all it means, we know, is well included
Im any thought of loyal brotherhood.
May these surroundings which we find so pleasant
Help to attract us at the meeting time.
Association ripens into friendship;
One day of sunshine brings no fruit to prime.
Sweet charity, the fairest of the virtues,
To teach it Kiske Monitors we need.
For love alone can give the loving spirit
So far above all forms of thought of creed.
Mid our rejoicing on this grand occasion
To our departed one’s we’d give a thought;
To those whose presence was an inspiration
Whose help made possible what has been wrought.
Although we see them not with mortal vision,
With all that’s good we trust they sympathize;
For love abides through all the fields
And what promotes it we may not despise.
22

Lines composed for the opening of the new vestry in the Congregational Church of Cumberland, Maine, Feb. 16, 1915 by A. C. Townsend, Pastor.
The village parson neath the sod
Had slept a century through;
And all the flock he’d led to God
Were sleeping round him too.
Then from the realms of light above
He asked to come once more,
Amid the flock unseen to move,
Where he had served of yore.
So many things he once had seen
As darkly through a glass;
He wondered if the years between
Had brought these things to pass.
He walked the ways he’d walked before,
He noted many a change;
The meeting house he’d loved of yore
Was altered now and strange.
23
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A meeting house at last it stood,
A house to which might come
The people of the neighborhood,
And find a common home.

And Lazarus sit and meet,
And Mary pour the precious nard
On Jesus’head and feet!

Above was still the holy place
For meeting God alone.
With grave discourage, and prayer and praise,
And solemn organ tone.
But underneath the holy place,
He saw with some surprise,
A dining hall and kitchen space,
In rooms of ample size.

And let no Judas here presume
To price the broken vase;
For Christian friendship’s sweet perfume
Makes this a holy place.
Early Schools in Cumberland

Here, then, let Martha serve her Lord,

There is no record of early education of the youth, but children were drilled in the homes.
The first record of a school was that of the school house on lot 60 on the Tuttle Road near the Foreside Road, where Daniel Mitchell taught beginning in 1764. The development of education has kept
pace with that of any other town in the state. There are now eight districts, six on the mainland and
two on the Island. There are two high schools. Greely Institute at the Center and one on the Island.
The old school house at the Center was a square wooden building opposite the brick school
house now standing. The interior was lighted by six windows. The teacher’s desk was in the back part
of the room, where three rows of seats faced the middle and the space between the stove and teacher’s
desk was occupied by the recitation classes. This must have been one of the earlier buildings here at
the Center.
The school house on the West Falmouth road was built in 1846. At first, it had seats that went
all across the room with an aisle down the middle. They called them “push seats”, because the person
who sat in the middle had to push everyone to get in or out of his seat. The floor was built on a slant.
The teacher’s desk was at one end, facing her students. The old fashioned stove was in the front of the
room to the left of the teacher. The “pusher seats” were later replaced by double seats. It was called
the Merrill School. At present, it still stands and is now used by the town for storing equipment.
The Shawtown School is a fairly new building. The old building was on the corner of the Gray
Road and Fairground Road. It stood there for many years, but when the Inter-Urban Railway line
was built from Portland to Lewiston, the school had to be moved. Since the railway was so close to the
school, it made it very dangerous for the children. The present building is on the opposite side of the
road.
The Foreside school was a very old building in the late 1700’s. In back of it was an old house
where a poor family lived, and the mother was said to be crazy. When Mrs. Bragg taught there, she
said she taught with one eye on the class and the other eye out the window, watching the woman. This
woman would stand on the ledge beside her home and would go through all kinds of maneuvers. She
was finally taken away to an institution.
There was a girls’ school at Cumberland Foreside in the early 1700’s or the late 1600’s. John
Powell had it first, and then Alexander Bar bought it from his, and then William Martin bought it. It
was the first school of higher education in the state. Martin’s daughter Penelope was a teacher there
and she ran the school, which was located at what is now Schoover Rocks road. The school was later
moved to Portland and carried on from there.
Later there was a private school for girls at the present Top [Kest] Farm, then the home of
William and Maria Buxton on the Middle Road, where the 162 mile marker for the Kings’ Highway
remains. Helen [Waxman] remembers hearing about this school, run by Maria and Mary Ann Buxton.
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“Tis here the people meet,”he said,
“Their common life to feel;
Above they eat the holy bread,
And here the common meal.”
2.
As after Pentecost of eld,So runs the sacred page,All things the saints in common held,
So in this later age,
The Pentecostal spirit finds
The brotherhood of love;
“The fellowship of kindred minds
Is like to that above.”
“When I was shepherd of this flock,”
The unseen spirit mused,
“We should have felt a holy shock
To see God’s house thus used.
But many things condemned of yore,
With narrower time-bond mind,
When seen for heavens eternal shore.
More kindly judgment find.
All things are yours, if Christ’s are ye,
And more than we dared claim;
Let this your dedication be,
To use them in his name.”
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“I know this is so for my grandmother, Jane Plummer Webster, from Webster Farms at Cape
Elizabeth, attended this school and thereby met Alvan Sturdivant whom she married in [18__] and
went to live in the old Drinkwater house on Tuttle Road, now owned by the [Greaneys]. Jane and
Alvan had 11 children, the two youngest being twins, Philip [D.] and Percy C. Philip Drowne was my
father.
Phyllis Sturdivant Sweetser”

more space for the physics and domestic science departments, was erected at a cost of $10,000. The
principal address was given by Judge Scott Wilson of the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, who was president of the trustees. The program was followed by an athletic event.
The whole day was spent in rejoice over the new building. In the morning, there was an assembly, opened with reading of the Bible by Rev. B. A. Lucas. He also gave a speech afterwards.
Girls of the domestic science class held a fashion show in which they displayed the fetching
gowns they had made the previous year. Miss Janet Collins of the physics department read a paper
on color. Nelson Blanchard of the agriculture department read a paper on farm subjects. Pictures
were then shown in the agriculture room. A social hour followed in which everyone inspected the new
building.
In the afternoon, Principal Donald Wight told of the additional space available. Each department has 609 square feet. Then there was singing by the chorus. Alfred Doughty spoke on “The Joys
of Building.” Fred Loring of the State Department spoke on the value of industrial education. Superintendent of schools, John Gyger, spoke on the educational possibilities of Greely Institute. Judge
Wilson reviewed the history of the Institute. Mr. Gyger announced that beginning next year, grades
seven and eight would be in Greely Institute.

Greely Institute
The founder of Greely Institute was Eliphalet Greely. He was born on the Greely Road,
which was then in the town of North Yarmouth. Mr. Greely began when he was very young to follow
the sea-faring life, and when he was still young he retired from the sea and settled in Portland. He
was president of the Casco National Bank for thirty-three years, and was also Mayor of Portland for
10 years. Having no children of his own, he thought of the children in his own town and planned to
place within their reach the opportunity to get an education.
Mr. Greely left twenty-seven-thousand dollars for the town of Cumberland, twenty-thousand
of it to be invested and the interest to be used for education. The rest of the money was to be used to
build a school building and for equipment.
Mrs. Greely chose the location and purchased four acres of land for a campus. It was a pasture
and barren of any sort of beauty. The building was erected and the lower story completed, but it was
necessary to call for personal subscription to the amount of several hundred dollars. The school was to
open September 28, 1868. The instructor was T. Jefferson Emery. Emery was a young man just out of
Bowdoin College.
The school room, new and clean, was without ornaments. After a while, a picture of Mr. Greely was hung on the wall, and eventually a clock.
Mr. Charles E. Chamberlain came to the school in the fall of 1870. He introduced the study
of botony to the students. In 1871, Chamberlain advanced the idea of planting trees and otherwise
beautifying the grounds of the Institute. The farmers turned out with teams, plows, shovels, and hoes.
Raising land was leveled and hollows filled. Wagon loads of loam were furnished and work went on.
The land was leveled, and the trees were planted. These trees today stand a living memorial to Mr.
Chamberlain.
In the fall of 1872, it was decided that the school should purchase a bell, for up to this time
the belfry had been empty. The money was raised by the students and during the winter the bell was
purchased.
During the succeeding years, a long list of teachers occupied the principal’s chair. Many were
choice men who exerted an influence for good which is stamped upon the lives of those who came
under their instruction.
In 1913 the school was incorporated by an act of legislature. The school was now classed an
“A” school because it had an agriculture course, and was also listed among the approved schools from
which students can pass directly without examination to the college courses.
In 1914, Union Hall was purchased by the Alumni Association and was used as a gymnasium.
Mr. Greely could not possibly have imagined the school as it is today. His generous deed has
caused much happiness.
New Building of the Institute
The new addition of 1929 to Greely Institute at Cumberland Center, which provides much
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Gyger Gymnasium
In October of 1938, the building of a gymnasium was started for Greely Institute. It now
stands a large brick building with white trimmings and a bronze-colored emblem over the double
doors in the front of the building. It is a combination gymnasium and auditorium with a comparatively small in the rear of the building.
The building was dedicated to John T. Gyger, the superintendent of schools, in 1939. A portrait of Mr. Gyger now hangs in the entrance hall at the front of the building. There is a bronze
plaque attached to the picture frame with this inscription:
John Thomas Gyger
Superintendent
1928 - 1939
This fine gymnasium was built with the aid of government funds.
The agriculture room, which had formerly been located in a basement classroom in Greely,
was now moved to a room in the basement of the gym.
The shop, or manual training room, which had been located upstairs in the old gym, was also
moved to a room in the basement of the new gymnasium.
A new commercial course has been established at Greely only recently, in 1946, and this department of the school is located next to the agriculture room.
John T. Gyger, who had worked extremely hard with the aid of the trustees in the erection of
this building, never lived to attend the dedication service. He died one week before the building was to
be dedicated.
History of the Congregational Church
The church at Cumberland Center had its origin in a revival. In the summer of 1791, there
27
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occurred among the people a religious movement of much extent and power. It prevailed mostly among the young people, married and unmarried. It was estimated that from one-hundred to
one-hundred-thirty were hopefully converted. This increase of religious life called for an increase in
religious privileges. In 1792, a move was made to build a meeting house at this place. On April 3,
1792, at a meeting of those interested, there was chosen a building community in order to raise money
with which to build. This committee was authorized to sell or venue the pew ground on the site of the
proposed meeting house, except that of pew number 13, which was reserved for the use of the resident minister when there should be one.
The day’s work of a man on the house was to be reckoned at three shillings, four pence, and
that of a yoke of oxen at ten shillings. The house was put up in 1792.
On January 7, 1793, twenty-nine owners met in the house and formed themselves into a
propriety or company to carry on and finish the work of building the new meeting house. The house
was not completed, however, for some years. On April 8, 1797, a meeting was held to take measures to
finish said meeting house, and in October of 1798, all seems to have been done and a final settlement
of bills and dues provided for. This first church was built nearly on site of the present one, only a little
nearer the road in front. It was nearly square with a hip roof and a modest steeple in the central point,
and it was provided with galleries along three sides of the interior.
The pews were square, as was the custom in those days. It had at first two entrances. These
were afterwards closed to make more room in the interior, and a single entrance through a small porch
was substituted. As soon as the new church was up and long before it was finished, a new church organization was formed. Twenty male members of the first church, having obtained a dismission for that
purpose, met together with Rev. Tristram Gilman and Mr. Rufus Anderson on Sept. 3, 1793 at the
house of one of their number. After prayer and consultation, they subscribed to a mutual covenant,
including the second church in North Yarmouth, now the Congregational church in Cumberland.
The next care of the church was to provide themselves with a pastor. The twelfth day of
September was set apart with the concurrence of the people as a day of humility and prayer, that
they might be directed rightly in the matter. Rev. Tristram Gilman preached in the forenoon and Mr.
Anderson in the afternoon. A call was prepared and signed by the members of the new church. It was
presented to Mr. Anderson on the same evening by a committee consisting of Col. Ozias Blanchard
and Mr. Benjamin Buxton. Mr. Anderson accepted this call on November 1st and on November 3rd,
Sunday, his acceptance was made public.
Rev. Amasa Smith was the next minister, commencing his labors October 22, 1806. He had
preached three years in Turner and was fifty years old when he settled in Cumberland.
This year the name Society was changed at a legal meeting of the inhabitants of the Congregational society of Cumberland held at their meeting house in said town on Tuesday, the 5th day of
June, A.D. 1821. It was voted that the society formerly known by the name of the Northwest Congregational Society of North Yarmouth be in the future called the Congregational Society of Cumberland.
During the pastorate of Rev. Isaac Weston, fourth pastor, two great revivals are recorded. The
second revival came during the summer of 1830, by which time the meeting house had been torn
down in order to be rebuilt. The revival meetings were held in a church which has since been enlarged
to the present structure owned by George Blanchard. It is believed that more than one hundred persons truly began a life of personal piety during these two revivals.
In the summer of 1831, the present meeting house was erected.

Although the Congregational Church of this town has the largest membership, the three
Methodist churches have exercised a large influence. One is situated in the western part of the town,
one at the foreside on the boundary line between Cumberland and Falmouth, and one on Chebeague
Island.
The Church at the west end of the town was first built in 1812 as a Union Meeting house and,
for several years, was occupied by different denominations. The Methodist society was formed in 1826
and has continued since. The present structure was erected in 1848.
The Methodist society at the Foreside was formed in 1831. The society, in 1881, built a chapel
on the Tuttle Road. One minister officiated at both places for many years.
In early times, the religious interests of the people on Chebeague Island were cared for by various ministers who visited some of the Islands in Casco Bay. In 1885, a meeting house was erected. A
disagreement occurred in regard to the location, and a faction withdrew and built the meeting house
now standing. The Methodist society was organized at this time.
Also in West Cumberland, on Morrison’s Hill, there is a Universalist Church. Very little is
known of this, except the fact that it was opened for a short time but closed down and hasn’t been
opened since.

A Short History on The Other Churches

We wouldn’t be pessimistic
Nor think that the former time
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A Country Church
Oh! For power to paint word pictures,
To cloth one’s thoughts with a charm
That should make past scenes seem present
To cheer, encourage or calm.
From ancient tales and traditions
And records of days gone by,
To treasure glimpses of home life
Too tender and sweet to die.
But no fairy waits to give us
Any such wonderful charm,
Yet just a glance at the old times
Can certainly do no harm.
Oh! The quiet Sabbath morning
In a little country town
In the days when the fourth Commandment
Had not been broken down.
When nobody dreamed Jews only
Were needing a day of rest
But felt that the Sabbath worship
Would render the whole week blest.
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Was richer in worthy living,
For still do the church bells chime.
But every age has something
We cannot afford to lose,
And the day of rest and worship
No people can well refuse.
There’s a little plain church building
With belfry and bell above;
Its steeple a mute reminder
That upward our lives should move.
The dear church home of our childhood,
It’s outwardly much the same
But the inner room for worship
How can we a picture frame?
That’s worthy to form a setting
For sacred mem’ries sweet
Of the dear old friends and neighbors
Who within it used to meet?
We would a view had been taken
So that we might never lose
Its bare white walls from our vision
Or the plain old fashioned pews;
How the singers’ seats were builded
Just above the entrance doors;
How the pews were raised a little
From the level of the floors,
Where strangers frequently stumbled
When trying to find a seat
Because they had failed to notice
And so did not lift their feet.
But why should we thus describe it
When you know it all so well?
Rach has a picture he prizes
Though he may not care to tell,
For outward objects will mingle
And so strangely bear apart.
With the higher things we cherish,
The things of the mind and heart.
30
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Let us go back a little
Just to watch the people come
As often we used to see them
In the dear old Sabbath home,
Not to awaken sadness
But to pay a tribute due
That loyalty and devotion
May kindle our zeal anew.
There was [Deascon] Reuben Rideout
And his good wife Martha, too
With Lottie, Susie, and Chester
All seeking the old wing pew,
And Deacon Nicholas Humphery
With mind so clear and bright
And Deacon Benjamin Sweetser
So firm on the side of right.
And Mr. Silas Rideout
Sat in a pew near by.
Only a few can we mention
And we would not care to try,
But as we recall the leaders
Of course it would hardly do
When we speak of church supporters
To forget the Old Colonel True,
Who to start the tune was ready
When the evening service came;
Old Uxbridge was a favorite
And some others we might name.
There was a Captain Reuben Blanchard
And Captain Enos, too,
And Captain Beza and Swell
Four brothers to meet our view.
And Uncle John, as folks called him,
No captain clings to his name.
All constant in their places
When the Sabbath morning came.
And just as the bell stopped tolling
31
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And church about to begin
We see Dear Uncle Rufus
Come softly stepping in

It may be could we have know them,
We’d have found them not one whit

Every one’s Uncle Rufus,
Every one’s Uncle Sam,
Uncles we’re glad to remember;
If you’re not glad, I am.
We do not forget the mothers.
Of course you would find them there.
The children, if made to go,
Would ever after dislike it.
Has time really proved it so?
Is it not rather the manner
Than the making, as some would say,
Not a gentle kind expecting,
But an arbitrary way?

More worthy than some old neighbors
Who lived for a purpose grand.
Though they had their faults and failings
There were saints in Cumberland.
At least they were called to be such.
They tried to answer the call.
We think of the church they left us
And we say God bless them all.
Written by Nellie L. Sweetser for church centennial, 1893.
Cemeteries

Through the mist of years we see them
And the thoughts of sacred writ.

The oldest cemetery in Cumberland is called “The Ole Pioneer Cemetery”. This cemetery
was founded in 1735. It is located on Route One as one goes toward Yarmouth, on York Hill. This is
the original cemetery established by the early pioneer settlers of Cumberland.
Here, among his white friends, is buried Joe Wyer (he was white, not Indian), a faithful Indian
scout who assisted these early settlers to dig into the raw new country.
Instead of laying their loved ones to rest beneath heavenly sentiments, the quaint old epitaphs
preach the fear of God and “Hell and high water,” as did the early churches. In nearly every instance
even the citizens considered highly educated misspelled these bits of sentiment. Time and the rugged
bitterness of the New England winter weather beating upon these rude markers have rendered them
barely legible.
Also, some of these early graves were merely openings in the rough soil, placed side by side in
a row and marked with nothing more than the boulders hauled up from the shore. Afterwards, many
of these families prospered and replaced these rude monuments with nobler examples of tombstones
in the form of slate slabs and a few other types of markers.
As the settlers started to beat their way back from the coast line, a fairly sizable settlement was
being formed at Cumberland Center. Therefore, a cemetery was started there in the year 1793.
The name applied to it is the Congregational Cemetery, which is derived from the Congregational Church situated across the street from it. It has been rumored that this cemetery originally
extended beyond its present bounds, beneath what is now Main Street and nearly over to where the
Church now stands.
Mr. Harlan Sweetser, who supplied much information for this report and has a vast knowledge
of the town, said that he believed this assumption to be a fallacy. He also added that much of this talk
arose when the telephone poles were erected and a group of mischievous boys added to one of the
holes dug for the poles, and a human skull was borrowed from a doctor’s private collection. This is the
burial ground of Eliphlet Greely, founder of the Greely Institute; his grave is located not far inside the
gate and is easily spotted by means of the large monument on it.
A sailor that was drowned at sea has erected in his memory a stone with a daguerreotype chiseled into it. This was one of the first forms of the present photograph. This likeness, I believe, is no
longer visible or has at sometime been destroyed.
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A glance at the congregation
Though many a form it lack
One is sure to come before us;
It is Uncle Joab Black.
Good friendly heart at the bottom
But language so quaint and queer;
“That air’s the very best sermon
That ever I did hear”.
We smile at the queer expressions,
So natural do they seem.
How beautiful to remember
How and old man caught a gleam
Which gave to him cheer and comfort,
The gleam of Bethlehem’s star
He followed; we trust it led him
To the blessed gates ajar.
We often read in the Bible
The records of saints of old,
How they lived and worked and suffered
Over and over it’s told.
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The third oldest of our cemeteries is on Cumberland Foreside behind the Methodist Church.
This dates back to 1810, and the original occupants were mostly Sturdivants and Blanchards.
Another cemetery established in 1810 was the one on Chebeague Island. Here the earliest
dates are on the stones belonging to Hamiltons and Ross’, who were Scottish settlers.
The Ferris Cemetery is the one which is located on the corner of the Ridge Road and the
Blanchard Road, almost up to the fair grounds. It was begun about 1815. The Gurney’s were the first
to be buried here. This had a land addition in 1901.
The year of 1825 brought two new cemeteries in the list, one being the Universalist cemetery
on Morrison’s Hill and the Forest Lake Road.
The newest addition to the total sum of cemeteries is the Moss sid,e nearly opposite Dr. Hanson’s house on Main Street at the Center. This has had many additions of land and only recently had
a new plot added.
There are only two private burial grounds in the town, although many Maine towns have a
much larger number. One of these is located on the Frank Oulton place on the West Falmouth road.
This was first established by a family named Allen.

The Post Office has now been moved to the new road built by Mr. Owen Farwell, called the
Cumberland Terrace. On this road, a special new building has been built for the post office, where Mr.
Norman Hulit is postmaster (1947).

The Post Office

List of Postmasters in Cumberland Center
Howard Willis
Reuben Rideout Jr.
Joseph Waterhouse
Joel Prince Jr.
Willard Clough
Samuel True
Everett L. Blanchard
Nellie H. McCollister
Benjamin Whitney
J. L. Dunn
George W. Jordan
Nellie B. Jordan
Norman W. Hulit
Frances Hulit Nelson
Mrs. Lawrence Lawson (Rena)

March 30, 1829
April 7, 1828
March 18, 1839
June 29, 1841
Dec. 3, 1845
May 3, 1849
Dec. 2, 1878
Feb. 12, 1880
Aug. 2, 1889
Oct. 11, 1892
Dec. 18, 1923
Jan. 22, 1931
July 15, 1936

The post office was in the Red and White store more than forty years. (This Red and White
store is now an apartment house, Southerly, diagonally across street from the Congregational Church).
The first Post office was established in Cumberland Center in 1826. The mail was sent from Portland
by stage coach. The first post office was established in the home of Samuel True, who was the first
postmaster, in about 1854 or 1855. The vestibule of the house, which has since been destroyed by fire,
had an opening cut through one of the walls into a room which was used as the post office. This contained a table where no more than a handful of mail was kept. A bell hung just inside a slide door so it
could be run, making the person’s presence known.
Also near the opening hung a book of several sheets of brown paper tied together with string,
which was signed by those receiving mail, and thumbed by those not so fortunate.
Postmaster True was a kindly and genial soul with a keen interest in his patrons’ letters, as was
shown each time he passed out a letter, saying “Here is a letter from your sister Emmeline in Bath. She
may be coming to visit you.” or, “Here is a letter from your friend in Portland. You will be glad to hear
from him, I know.” The letter and remarks were always accompanied by a bow and a handshake.
He served as postmaster twenty six years and died in 1881 at the age of eighty-one.
After his death, the office was moved to a very small building used to develop tintypes and photographs by Chester Rideout, which stood in the yard of the house now occupied by Medley Watson.
The post office was moved into the present Lee Adams Store in late 1881-2, soon after it had been
built on another structure destroyed by fire in 1881.
After the building of the M.C.R.R, the mail came by train and it was necessary to have transportation to and from the station. Levi Lefkin was one of the earliest carriers, succeeded by Sylvannus
Porter and S. Woodbury Hamilton. During President Cleveland’s administration, Miss Nellie McCollister was postmistress, and the office was moved to a small building just south of the store. After she
resigned, Benjamin Whitney and his daughter Eva took over the office, and it was moved back into
the store. Other postmasters were: Fen I. Blanchard, James L. Dunn, George W. Jordan, Mrs. George
W. Jordan (Nellie) and Mr. Norman Hulit. The R.F.D. was established in 1902. Samuel S. J. Porter
was the first carrier. He and his brother together served twenty-eight years and ten months. J. Witman
Dunn and William Senior were also carriers. Now the usual incoming mail is twelve and fifteen stacks;
outgoing five and eight.

In the fall of 1920 occurred the death of both Mr. and Mrs. Carroll D. Prince of Woodfords.
Mr. Prince was a native of Cumberland, the only son of Captain Mobie and Susan Buxton Prince. He
was one of the first to avail himself of the advantages offered for a higher education by Greely Institute. Mrs. Prince, nee Annie Goff, came from Gorham and later in Woodfords, but they were always
strongly attached to Cumberland.
By their joint will, the sum of $35,000 was left to the town of Cumberland, $20,000, of it to be
used for the erection and equipment of a Public Library to be known as the Prince Memorial Library,
and the remaining $15,000 to be kept as a maintenance fund, the interest to be used for the support of
the Library. The Library was to be located at Cumberland Center.
They also left sums of money to Greely Institute and the Congregational Church.
On November 2, 1921 a Library Corporation was formed consisting of the following persons: Dr. Henry Moulton, Frank Chase, Harlan Sweetser, Willard Willson, Arthur Blanchard, Robert
Thomes, Laura Wyman, Marion Wyman, Bessie Burnell, Jennie Barter, Grace Jenkins, and Harriet
Merrill. Dr. Moulton was chosen president and remained in that capacity until his death.
Mr. Frank Chase seceded to the presidency. The vacancies caused by the death of Dr. Moulton
and Mr. Wilson have been filled by Captain Norton and Mr. Herman Sweetser.
The lot of land on Maine Street was given by Mrs. Maude Merrill Thomes, and a building
of Georgian colonial-type was erected. On Sunday, January 7, 1923, the Library was dedicated. Prof.
Wilmot Mitchell of Bowdoin College offered prayer at the Library followed by an address at the Congregational Church.
The Corporation has earnestly sought to have the Library fulfill its mission to give pleasure to
its patrons, to help in the educational system, and to be a power for good in the community. In these
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ways they have tried to show their deep appreciation for this generous gift.
Great care has been taken in this selection of the books. The reference department ranks well
with much larger libraries in the state. The books of non-fiction embrace a large variety of subjects,
books of travel and biography being most prominent. Fiction appeals to the larger proportion of the
patrons and the best of the modern novels are on the shelves. The books in the children’s department
have been carefully chosen and are much enjoyed by the little folks. Many of the best magazines are
on the reading tables.
The co-operation between the Library and the schools is very close. Sets of books are periodically sent to the district schools and the schools on Chebeague Island for the use of the pupils. The
enthusiasm of the children over this branch of our works is evidence of its success. We are especially proud of the splendid cooperation that is being given us by the faculty of Greely Institute. Every
member of the faculty is intensely interested in our work. It is a great pleasure to be able to co-operate
with them, and at their suggestion many valuable books are constantly being added to the Library.

In this hall the members held their first exhibits. It was called Union Hall and was later used as
a church vestry and community hall. It was eventually bought by Greely Institute and used as a gymnasium, as a storage room for farm equipment, and in the summer of 1948, was remodeled to house
class-rooms for grades 7 and 8.

Librarians
Cecil Wilson Adams
Mildred Wyman Doane
Phyllis Sturdivant Sweetser
Mrs. Robert Paule

1923 1951
1951 - 1970
1970

Railroads
The Grand Trunk Railroad, first called the Atlantic and St. Lawrence Railroad, was the first to
cross the town. The first twelve miles, the most difficult and expensive of the whole route, were open
from Portland to North Yarmouth in July 1848; and in the autumn, to Mechanic Falls, a distance of
thirty-seven miles.
The friends of the undertaking, early in 1853, had the crowning satisfaction of seeing the
Atlantic Ocean and St. Lawrence River united by iron bands over a space of two hundred and ninety-seven miles.
The Kennebec and Portland Railroad Co. was charted in 1836, and constructed its railroad
from Augusta to Yarmouth. Afterwards in 1851 it crossed the town of Cumberland by a track constructed from Yarmouth to Portland. A branch line ran from Lewiston, connecting with the main line
a Cumberland Junction. The route of the branch line was changed afterwards because of the heavy
grade though Cumberland and North Yarmouth and now leaves the main line at Royal Junction.
Map of the Maine Central Railroad

Fair Grounds
Around the year 1868, the settlers of the town of Cumberland organized and held a fair. The
cattle were tethered behind the Congregational Church on the grounds of what was then the Red
Men’s Hall, now the Town Hall. The exhibits were placed in the old town hall on the Tuttle Road,
which is now used as a garage by the town for storing the fire truck, town tractor, and the school buses.
The dinners were served in a large tent pitched directly across from the old town hall, on the
property now owned by Linwood Crandall. At this time it was owned by Joe Sawyer.
The fair continued to be held annually for six years.
The community had a full-blooded short horn, Durham bull, which at this time was a rarity.
The race track was situated behind the old Captain Enos Blanchard place and extended to the
North Yarmouth line on the old Greely Road. This track was sandy and hard. They built a 1/3 of a
mile track owned by Greely Institute.
After a time a group of men decided that there was a better place for a race track in West
Cumberland. Since they were interested in racing and wanted a faster track and they controlled a
majority of the votes, they took the Durham and money and built a fairgrounds at West Cumberland.
This caused a war between the inhabitants of the Center proper. They held a meeting and organized
a Cumberland Center Farmers Club and they decided to hold a fair also.
Joe Sawyer offered land to build a hall, and lumber was cut and hauled to the land by oxen.
For some reason or another Mr. Sawyer backed and refused to let them have land. As the time was
short, Captain Enos Blanchard offered a piece of land. This was a Friday night and the fair was to be
held a week from the following Monday. They made a motion to build a hall on the new lot, and since
it was moonlight night, the settlers got out their oxen and started to move all the lumber from the Sawyer lot to the new lot.
The men and boys of the community got together to build the hall, and by the following Saturday night the hall was raised and shingled.
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The old residence of Edmund Merrill. This place is now owned by Frank Oulton.
The old Marston Place, now owned by Joseph Perry.
The station. The old building was torn down in 1944, and the present one was erected in 1945.
The old freight shed was also torn down about this time and the car house now sits there.
Garsoe Bros. Grain store.
The town stock yards.
The old turn table; this has long since been discontinued.
The railroad’s water tower.
9.&10. The railroad’s water pipes; this is where the steam locomotives get the water for their boilers.
The old Olive Merrill place, now owned by John Berryman.
The old residence of Gramp Gordon. This is now owned by Wendall Hamilton.
The old Harris farm. This is now owned by A. H. Corey.
The old Wyman residence, now owned by Glendon Doane.
The old Buxton place, now owned by Harold Ross.
The old Baston farm, now owned by C. R. Verrill.
Inter-Urban Line
The old line which connected Portland and Lewiston was called the Inter-Urban Line. This
ran almost parallel with the new Gray Road, which ran through West Cumberland.
The waiting station used to be on the corner where the Cumberland Center road now meets
the Gray Road. It used to cost 35 cents to go from Cumberland to Portland and $1 to ride from Portland to Lewiston.
About one year ago, people were talking about making a tarred road out of this line so as to
make a direct route for trucks to travel from Portland to Lewiston.
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Centennial of 1921
The town of Cumberland was 100 years old on March 28, 1921.
The Centennial was held on the month of July for three days: Saturday, Sunday, and Monday.
The committee in charge of arranging the celebration were Mrs. Bessie Burnell, Chairman; Walter H.
Barter, Mrs. Mary Brackett, Erban Carter, Miss Helen Lewis, Charles R. Lewis; and on Chebeague
Island, Mrs. Brewer and Henry Bowen.
The weather threatened to be unfavorable in the early morning, but the clouds soon cleared
away and the day was fair. Not only were the houses prettily adorned with U.S. flags, buntings, and
streamers, arranged in various designs, but the telegraph poles also displayed two or more small flags
high above the wires. On Saturday evening, there were exercises in the church where the audience
sang old songs; and Mrs. Mary Osgood Sweetser dedicated a book, which she had written for the
occasion, “The History of Cumberland”. On Sunday, there was an ordinary church service to which
were invited old residents of the town, including a family from India. Monday morning there was a
parade of Horribles; on this committee were Mrs. Mabel Brown, Mrs. Eugene Parker, and Dennis
Hamilton. Prizes were given; first prize was $8.00; second was $4.00; and third was $2.00. Hamilton’s Express won the first prize; The Hayseed and the Hen won second prize; and the Cumberland
Fire Department won third prize. There was a parade at 7:00 A.M. in which the Cumberland Band
played; the only catch was that the members of the band knew nothing about playing the instrument
which they carried. After the parade there was a ball game, and before and after the game there was a
band concert.
Tables were set up by Olivers on which West Cumberland People served a free lunch consisting of beans, hot rolls, and coffee. The West Cumberland people also sold aprons. In the afternoon
Dr. Moulton led a parade. In the parade were floats, one of which was of the early part of town with
four Indian riders on the out-side of the float, and another was the Colonial days made by the Foreside people. The women were dressed in old fashioned costumes and on the float were old spinning
wheels, flaz wheels, and other old pieces of furniture. Another float was decorated with all the modern
conveniences. There was also a parade of decorated cars for which prizes were given. There was an
old-fashioned bicycle ridden by W.O. Porter.
At Redman’s Hall, antiques were on display. Some of the outstanding ones were a record of
the first social library established here in December 1793, the field book containing the records of the
first company of the second regiment commanded by Sylvanus Drinkwater in 1790, wooden spinning
wheels, flax wheels, a bradle dating back to 1816, and old china brought from England before the
Revolution.
Mrs. H. B. Sllen loaned a Bible over 200 years old. A piece of a bell of the Second Parish
Church of Portland picked up after the fire of 1866 was loaned by C.E. Morrill.
In the early evening, fire works were displayed which were followed by a supper. After the
supper a Grand Ball brought to an end the Centennial Celebration of 1821 to 1921 of the town of
Cumberland, Maine.
The Genealogy of the Blanchard Family
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Thomas; died in Malden, Mass., February 14, 1651.
Samuel; died in Andover, Mass., April 22, 1704.
Nathaniel; died in Weymouth, Mass., August 27, 1676.
Nathaniel; son of Thomas, married Susanna Bates of Charlestown, December 16,
1658.
Their children were:
John; born March 27, 1600.
Mary; born December 1, 1662.
Nathaniel; born Sept. 25, 1665.
Edward; born June 7, 1666.
Mercy; born April 14, 1674.
John; son of Nathaniel, married Abrigal Phillips in 1685. He died in Weymouth, Dec. 19,
1724. The children of John and Abrigal were:
Sarah; born Aug. 19, 1686.
Mary; born Dec. 1, 1689.
John; born Oct. 14, 1691.
Thomas; born 1693.
Samuel; born Sept. 19, 1697.
Nathaniel; born May 19, 1701.
Jonathan; born June 2, 1704.
Abrigal; born Oct. 31, 1711.
Nicholas; died Jan. 19, 1733.
Nathaniel; son of John and Abrigal, married Hannah Shaw; He died at North Yarmouth,
Maine, August 15, 1773. Their children were:
Nathaniel; born June 25, 1728, married Beethiah Mitchell.
Hannah; born November 29, 1729, married Samuel Fisher.
Sarah; born October 27, 1731.
Elenor; born January 16, 1734, married Samuel Baker.
Nuldah; born May 12, 1738.
Althea; born June 13, 1738, married Seth Mitchell.
Joseph; born August 9, 1740, married Mary Andrew.
Ozias; born July 31, 1742, married Mercy Soule, died June 1, 1816.
Abigal; born October 31, 1750, second wife of Cornelius Buxton.
Joshua; born April 9, 1748, married Jane Frince.
Mary; born May 9, 1745, married Samuel Merrill, Jr.
Nathaniel (3); born June 25, 1728, son of Nathaniel (2), married Beethiah Mitchell, a Mayflower descendent. They were married August 10, 1715. Their children were:

Thomas Blanchard died May 21, 1654. The sons of Thomas were:
George; died in Charlestown, March 18, 1700, at the age of 82.
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Hannah; born November 15, 1752, married Cushing Prince.
Samuel; born March 11, 1755.
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Nathaniel (4), born November 1, 1757, married C. Loring.
Seth; born April 1, 1769, married Drinkwater.
Deborah; born July 17, 1762, married Nathaniel Rideout.
Beza; born February 8, 1765, married Prudence Rideout.
Nuldah; born June 25, 1767, married Samuel Gurney.
Nicholas; born September 28, 1769, married Saba Gray.
Bela; born June 17, 1771, married Staple.
Bethiah; born March 31, 1774.
Beza; born February 8, 1765, son of Nathaniel (3), married Feb. 14, 1792. His wife, Prudence
Rideout, was born January 22, 1771. Their children were:
Reuben; born August 24, 1794, married C Loring.
Nannah; born September 21, 1796, married David Loring.
Enos; born August 20, 1798, married Joann Blanchard.
Sewal; born August 20, 1798, married Jane Libby.
Jane; born June 2, 1803, married Warren Porter.
Beza; born August 26, 1805, married Dorcas Prince.
William; born April 28, 1801, married Saba Blanchard.
Mary; born September 16, 1812, married William C. Sweetser.
Bethiah; born September 16, 1812, married Josiah Naskell.
Sophia; Born July 25, 1815, died Sept. 25, 1837.
Enos; born August 20, 1798, son of Beza. Joann, his wife, was born February 24, 1811. They
were married Aug. 27, 1839. Their children were:
Helen Augusta; born July 11, 1830
Albert Weston; born July 20, 1833.
Enos Albert; born April 22, 1835, married Mary E. Gooding.
Isabella Frances; born April 7, 1841, married Edward H. Wilson.
Solomon Loring; born Sept. 2, 1842, married Annie Morrison. Company 3, 17th
Maine Regiment, Civil War.
Gustavus; born February 5, 1845.
William Fredrick; born Feb. 26, 1847.
George; born March 31, 1850, married Amma M. Childs.
George Blanchard; born March 31, 1850, son of Enos; Anna M. Childs, his wife, was born
at Canton Point, Maine, November 14, 1862. They were married December 2, 1886. Their children
were:
Bessie Grant; born December 7, 1887, died 1922.
Ralph Childs, born December 17, 1889, married Lucy Fitzherbert.
Robert Germain; born October 22, 1891, married Winifred C. Glover. 2nd Lieut. 11th
New York Engineers, World War.
Harold Rarlow*; born November 17, 1892.
Arthur Nite; born April 25, 1895, married Florence L. Marston.
Hugh Waldo; born Sept. 7, 1897, married Mae L. Tundergan.
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Morris William; born July 6, 1900, married Doroethea C. Pride.
Donald Douglas; born July 12, 1902, married E.M. Dow.
A Story From The Blanchard Family
My Grandmother, Joann, was a bright attractive Blanchard miss, who lived on the Blanchard
Road. John Wilson lived a long way down on the Tuttle Road in a hipped-roofed house, long since
burned. John came up to the Center often and was quite charmed with Joann, and on her, his heart
was set. Later, while he was away on a sea voyage, the Blanchard family, who thought John not suitable for Joann, made a match with Capt. Enos Blanchard and everyone was pleased; but when John
returned from the sea and found his sweetheart married to Enos, was he mad! I have been told that no
one knew of his temper previously. At any rate John said, “If I can’t have Joann, I will marry that little
dark-eyed Prince girl,” and he did.
Though John and Joann lived near-by they or their families did not mingle generally. When
John was dying, he sent for Joann to come. He kissed her and said, “Well, Joann, they never let us live
together, but we are together as I die.”
Blanchard
The name of Blanchard is of French origin. It does not appear a single time in an English
book of the first census, nor does it appear in any English record until after the Norman Conquest
in 1066. It was from a district in Angles where the name of Blanchard was first recorded in English
history. The first record of the name in America was found in 1629 on the passenger list of the ship
“Joanthan”. Here is listed Thomas Blanchard, who came from Penton, a suburb of Southhampton,
England. His wife and one of his five sons died on the way over to America. Thomas Blanchard was
one of the early settlers of Braintree, Massachusetts, where he lived until 1650 when he returned to
Charlestown. He married three times and left eight sons. Each son left issue that was considerable-references being found to four sons for Joseph and three sons for Thomas. There is a record in New
Hampshire of one grandson, Abiah Blanchard, a frontiersman of that day, being surprised by Indians
and killed with his wife and two children, one of the killings that incensed the colonists to fight the
French Indians in 1791.
Another descendent of Thomas was the Honorable John Blanchard, first to survey Vermont
and later to become one of the State’s early Congressmen.
The Blanchards of New England are said to be the descendants of Thomas Blanchard.
Broadmoor Farms was once an inn and a tavern. A main road used to run through the archway, and the carriages used to stop there and change horses. The carriage houses are still standing.
The first owner was a man named Prince. It was called Prince’s Tavern. Another owner was Isaac
Weston. About 1829, Enos Blanchard, a sea captain, while at sea, asked his wife Joann Blanchard to
buy it for them. She did, and ever since, the Blanchards have owned it. A new barn was built in 1830
which was used as a church while one was being built. The farm also was an underground railroad
during the Civil War times.
Two Interesting Tales About Joe Weare, The Scout
Weare was once at Lewiston Falls, where a larger war party of hostile Indians had collected
and were having fine sport, paddling their canoes far up stream and then drifting down with the rapid
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current to the head of the falls, at which point they had a bonfire to warn them how far they might
descend in safety. Weare waited until the Indians had gone up the river and then emerged from his
covert, extinguished their fire and built another below the cataract in a tree, at a height corresponding
to the one built by the Indians. This deceived them so that their canoes were in the rapids and beyond
control before they realized their danger and were swept over the falls to death and destruction.
On other occasion, Weare was splitting rails near his home when six Indians appeared to him
and asked if he could tell them where Joe Weare lived, to which the quick-witted scout replied in the
affirmative, and offered to show them the person they sought as soon as he had finished the log on
which he was then at work. When Joe had driven his wedge and had the log well opened, he asked
the Indians to help him by pulling on each side as he drove the wedge. To this the party agreed and
took hold three on a side, with their hands in a crack of the log. Joe, with a dexterous blow of his axe,
knocked out the wedge, causing the seam to close on their fingers as a vise, and leaving them to the
mercy of their terrible enemy, who as he gave each a death blow with his axe shouted in the ears of his
victims, “I’m Joe Weare, damn you; I’m Joe Weare!”

Jan. 4, 1855
April 8, 1856
June 1, 1856

Excerpts from Nicholas Rideouts Diary

Oct. 28, 1862

Dec. 6, 1838
Dec. 10
Dec. 24
Feb. 28, 1839
Mar. 6
Aug. 9
Nov. 13
Nov. 16
Mar. 4, 1841
April 22, 1842
July 4
Nov. 5, 1843
Feb. 27, 1844
Dec. 6
Sept. 15, 1845
April 2, 1849
Jan. 3, 1851
April 29
Nov. 17
Dec. 1

Prepared for the wedding- Nicholas Blanchard and Eunice C. Shaw were married
here this evening.
Mr. Paul Prince’s wife buried today.
Attended C.F. Weston’s first lecture on astronomy in evening.
Cut wood for B. Rideout who was confined to the house with a lame eye.
The drafted Rifle and Eighth Infantry Corps from this division started yesterday for
Augusta.
Alfred Leighton, song of Robert Leighton, drowned in Goose Pond today.
At dedication of Walnut Hill Meeting House.
Joel Wilson and his wife were both buried today; it is said they died within an hour
of each other.
At town meeting, Joseph Smith - moderator; Reuben Rideout - clerk; T. Sanborn,
Reuben Blanchard, and Nicholas Rideout, Jr. - Selectmen; Jonathan Greely Treasurer.
At funeral of Aunt Prudence Rideout and Cornelius Prince.
Went with Esq. Prince to measure land and run the line between Joseph Buxton
and Enos Blanchard.
Sunday, Captain Ephraim Sturdivant and Mary Thaxter Graely were married at
the services.
I married Mrs. Mary (Steel) Buxton.
Prepared and put up two stone monuments on the line between Gray and this
town.
Met together to contract for grading railroad though this town. (Grand Trunk).
Mutual Fire Insurance Co. organized policies to go into effect at noon May 19.
Mary Susan Rideout, age six and Julian Buxton Rideout, age five, started school.
David Loring Blanchard went to work for me.
Went to meeting afoot and alone.
At Dedication of our new school house. Addresses by Dea. Hunphry and
Mr. Blake. Sung quite a number of tunes and an original ode.
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Aug. 24
Nov. 18, 1857
May 28, 1858
Oct. 6
Mar. 17, 1859
Oct. 9, 1861
Oct. 27

Oct. 30
Dec. 26, 1862
Dec. 31
May. 1, 1864
the
Mar. 26, 1866
Apr. 6, 1866

Father died age 94.
Made deed of Mrs. Summey’s farm to Sewell Whitney.
Asa Olapp Blanchard, Maranda Clough, Charlotte Inas Rideout, and Addison
Blanchard joined the church.
Funeral of Mr. Blake’s child, one of the twins.
County May and Family Register were brought along today.
Edward Greely died.
An unusually bright comet has been visible for about three weeks and will
probably be visible for a week more to come.
Dined with Capt. Humphry Callis at Reuben’s and was introduced to Mr. True and
wife from Freeport. She was a daughter of Buthiah Winslow.
Went to Gray to Regimental Muster. The ten Companies were all uniformed. The
old Yarmouth Light Inf. met with them making the Eleventh Company.
Have recently formed an Adult Class in the Sunday School consisting of myself,
Beza Blanchard, Jacob Bloch, B. Whitehouse, and Benjamen F. Doughty and others
occasionally come.
Telegraphic dispatch from Albert Rideout at Washington, D.C., that Reuben, his
brother, died yesterday.
Albert arrived home with Reuben’s body on the one o’clock train. Funeral
tomorrow.
Wanted to go to funeral of Homer E. Blanchard, but my gorse was so smooth that I
did not dare to go in wagon. Homer was in the Army and died near Fredericksburg
and his father went on after his body.
The funeral of Mr. Prince Sweetser was attended this afternoon.
After this, by a vote of the Church we shall commune once in two months through
year.
The town voted to sell the town farm at annual meeting. A meeting this P.M. to
reconsider, but did not prevail.
At town meeting in afternoon to accept or reject the bequest of the late Eliphalet
Greely.
Yeas - 195. Nays - 6.

Elizabeth Oaks Smith, a writer of poetry and verse, was married to Seba Smith at
the age of 16. Mr. Smith was editor of the Portland Transcript, later known as the author of the
Jack Downing paper.
Mrs. Smith died in South Carolina at the age of about 85 or 86.
Mrs. Smith’s family tree can be traced back to her great grand-parents: Nathaniel Blanchard
and Bethiah Mitchell; their son Capt. Seth Blanchard married Hepzibah Drinkwater, and their
daughter Sephire married Daniel Prince, who were the parents of Elizabeth.
The Twice-Told Seal
Elizabeth Oakes Smith
The letter was a common one,
A business letter too,
Announcing some commission done,
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And thence its words were few.
I read it idly, tossed it by,
And then a pretty seal
And kindly motto met my eye,
That gave my heart to feel
A something more than business air,
As if for gentle dame
A dash of chivalry were there,
Half blended with her name
And made the slightest office seem
A genial one to do--It might have been a woman’s dream,
Which she from knighthood drew;
It might have been; perchance the seal
Was carelessly applied –
“God bless you,” has a look of zeal,
Of earnest truth beside –
I lingered on the words awhile;
They always tough the heart,
And oft, too oft, a tear beguile,
When the beloved depart.
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There are who from their cradle bear
The impress of a grief—
Deep, mystic eyes, and forehead fair,
And looks that ask relief;
The shadows of a coming doom,
Of sorrow and of strife,
When fates conflicting round the loom,
Wove the sad web of life.
And others come, the gladsome ones,
All shadowless and gay,
Like sweet surprise of April suns,
Or music gone astray;
Arrested, half in doubt we turn
To catch another sight,
So strangely rare it is to learn
A presage of delight.
The Acorn
Elizabeth Oakes Smith
“If there be an interpreter, one among a thousand.” (Job.)

Days passed away the seal once more
I read with sweet surprise –
Not careless now, if so before
“God bless you” meets mine eyes;
Some gentle hand the words again
Beneath the seal repeats,
And my heart feels nor idle, vain.
The blessing that it meets.
I know not whose the gentle hand,
If ever pressed in mine.
If often met in social band
Where honor, truth combine;
I only feel, howe’er unknown,
Though drear life’s path may be;
A quiet joy that there is one
Who thus remembers me.

Long years ago, when our headlands broke
The silent wave below,
And bird-song then the morn awoke
Where towers a city now—
When the red man saw on every cliff,
Half seen and half in shade,
A tiny form, or a pearly skiff,
That sought the forest glade,
An acorn fell from an old oak tree,
An lay on the frosty ground—
“Oh, what shall the fate of the acorn be!”
Was whispered all around,
By low-toned voices, chiming sweet,
Like a floweret’s bell when swung—
And grasshopper steeds were gathering fleet.
And the beetle’s hoofs up-rung----

Presages
Elizabeth Oakes Smith

For puck-wud-jees came careening past
In the pale autumnal ray,
Where the forest leaves were falling fast,
And the acorn quivering lay;
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They came to tell what its fate should be,
Though life was unrevealed;
For life is a holy mystery.
Where’er it is concealed.

That another life from the noisome ground
Is up to the pleasant sun.

They came with gifts that should life bestow;
The dew and the living air—
The bane that should work its deadly woe,
The little man had there;
In gray moss-cup was the mildew brought,
The worm, in a rose-leaf rolled,
And many things with destruction fraught,
That its doom were quickly told.
But it was needed not, for a blessed fate
Was the acorn’s meant to be—
The spirits of earth should its birth-time wait,
And watch o’er its destiny.
TO HIM OF THE SHELL, was the task assigned
To bury the acorn deep,
Away from the frost and searching wind,
When they through the forest sweep.
‘Twas a dainty sight, the small thing’s toil,
As bowed beneath the space,
He balanced his gossamer wings the while
To peep in the pit he made.
A thimble’s depth it was scarcely deep.
When the spade aside he threw.
And rolled the acorn away to sleep
In the hush of dropping dew.
The spring-time came with its fresh, warm air,
And gush of woodland song;
The dew came down, the rain was there,
And the sunshine rested long;
Then softly the black earth turned aside,
The old leaf arching o’er
And up, where the last year’s leaf was dried,
Came the acorn-shell once more.

The young child passed with a careless tread,
And the germ had well nigh crushed,
But a spider, launched on her airy thread,
The cheek of the stripling brushed.
He little knew, as he started back,
How the acorn’s fate was hung
On the very point in the spider’s track,
Where the web on his cheek was flung.
The autumn came, -- it stood alone.
And bowed as the wind passed by—
The wind that uttered its dirge-like moan
In the old oak sere and dry;
The hollow branches creaked and swayed
But the bent not to the blast,
For the stout oak tree, where centuries played
Was sturdy to the last.
But the sapling had no strength as yet
Such peril to abide,
And a thousand guards were round it set
To evil turn aside.
A hunter boy beheld the shoot,
And an idle prompting grew
To sever the stalk from the spreading root,
And his knife at once he drew.
His hand was stayed; he knew not why:
‘Twas a presence breathed around –
A pleading from the deep-blue sky,
And up from the teeming ground.
It told of the care that had lavished been
In sunshine and in dew ---Of the many things that had wrought a screen.
When peril around it grew.

With coiled stem, and pale green hue,
It looked but a feeble thing;
Then deeply its root abroad it threw,
Strength from the earth to bring.
The woodland sprites are gathering round,
Rejoiced that the task is done –

It told of the oak that once had bowed,
As feeble a thing to see,
But now, when the storm was raging loud,
It wrestled mightily.
There’s a deeper thought on the hunter’s brow,
A new love at his heart,
And he ponders much, as with footsteps slow,
He turns him to depart.
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Up grew the twig with a vigor bold,
In the shape of the parent tree,
And the old oak knew that his doom was told,
When the sapling sprang so free.
Then the fierce winds came, and the raging tore
The hollow limbs away;
And the damp moss crept from the earthy floor
Round the trunk, time-worn and gray.
The young oak grew, and proudly grew,
For its roots were deep and strong;
And a shadow broad on the earth it threw,
And sunshine lingered long
On its glossy leaf, where the flickering light
Was flung to the evening sky;
And the wild bird sought to its airy height,
And taught her young to fly.
In acorn-time came the truant boy,
With a wild and eager look,
And he marked the tree with a wondering joy,
As the wind the great limbs shook.
He looked where the moss on the north side grew,
The gnarled arms outspread,
The solemn shadow the huge tree threw,
As it towered above his head:
And vague-like fears the boy surround,
In the shadow of that tree;
So growing up from the darksome ground,
Like a giant mystery.
His heart beats quick to the squirrel’s tread
On the withered leaf and dry,
And he lifts not up his awe-struck head
As the eddying wind sweeps by.
All regally the stout oak stood,
In its vigor and its pride;
A monarch owned in the solemn wood.
With a scepter spreading wide—
No more in the wintry blast to bow,
Or rock in the summer breeze,
But draped in green, or star-like snow,
Reign king of the forest trees.
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A thousand blasts defied,
And, mighty in strength, its broad arms threw
A shadow dense and wide.
Change came to the mightly things of earth –
Old empire passed away;
Of the generations that had birth,
O death! where, where are they?
Yet fresh and green the brave oak stood,
Nor dreamed it of decay,
Though a thousand times in the autumn woods
Its leaves on the pale earth lay.
It grew where the rocks were bursting out
From the thin and heaving soil –
Where the ocean’s roar, and the sailor’s shout,
Were mingled in wild turmoil--Where the far-off sound of the restless deep
Came up with a booming swell;
And the white foam dashed to the rocky steep,
But it loved the tumult well.
Then its huge limbs creaked in the midnight air,
And joined in the rude uproar;
For it loved the storm and lighting’s glare,
And the wave-lashed iron shore.
The bleaching bones of the seabird’s prey
Were heaped on the rocks below;
And the bald-head eagle, fierce and gray,
Looked off from its topmost bough,
Where the shadow lay on the quiet wave
The light beat often swung,
And the stout ship, saved from the ocean grave,
Her cable round it flung.
A sound comes down in the forest trees,
An echoing from the hill,
It floats far off on the summer breeze,
And the shore resounds it shrill.
Lo! The monarch tree no more shall stand
Like a watch-tower of the main—
A giant mark of a giant land
That may not come again.

A thousand years it firmly grew,

The stout old oak! --- ‘Twas a worthy tree,
And the builder marked it out;
He smiled its angled limbs to see,
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As he measured the trunk about.
Already to him was a gallant bark
Careening the rolling deep.
And in the sunshine, calm, or tempest dark,
Her way she will proudly keep.

For brave hearts man the helm:
And the joyous winds her canvas fill –
Shall the wave the stout ship whelm?

The chisel clicks, and the hammer rings, -The merry jest goes round;
While he who longest and loudest sings
Is the stoutest workman found.
With jointed rib and trunnelled plank
The work goes gaily on.
And light-spoke oaths, when the glass they drank.
Are heard till the task is done.
She sits on the stocks, the skeleton ship,
With her oaken ribs all bare,
And the child looks up with parted lip,
As it gathers fuel there—
With brimless hat, the barefoot boy
Looks round with strange amaze,
And dreams of a sailor’s life of joy
Are mingling in that gaze.
With graceful waist and carvings brave
The trim hull waits the sea—
She proudly stoops the crested wave,
While round go the cheerings three.
Her prow swells up from the yesty deep,
Where it plunged in foam and spray;
And the glad waves gathering round her sweep
And buoy her in their play.
Thou wert nobly reared, oh, heart of oak!
In the sound of the ocean, roar,
Where the surging wave o’er the rough rock broke.
And bellowed along the shore--And how wilt thou in the storm rejoice,
with the wind through spar and shroud,
To hear a sound like the forest voice,
When the blast was raging loud!

ON, on she goes, where icebergs roll,
Like floating cities by;
Where meteors flash by the northern pole,
And the merry dancers fly;
Where the glittering light is backward flung
From icy tower and dome,
And the frozen shrouds are gaily hung with gems from the ocean foam.
On the Birmansea was her shadow cast,
As it lay like molten gold,
And her pendant shroud and towering mast
Seemed twice on the waters told.
The idle canvass slowly swung
As spicy breeze went by,
And strange, rare music around her rung
From the palm-tree growing nigh.
Oh! gallant ship, thou didst bear with thee
The gay and the breaking heart,
And weeping eyes looked out to see
Thy white-spread sails depart.
And when the rattling casement told
Of many a periled ship,
The anxious wife her babes would fold,
And pray with trembling lip.
The petrel wheeled in her stormy flight,
The wind piped shrill and high;
On the topmast sat a pale blue light,
That flickered not to the eye:
The black cloud came like a banner down,
And down come the shrieking blast;
The quivering ship on her beams is thrown,
And gone are helm and mast.

With snow-white sail, and streamer gay,
She sits like an ocean-sprite,
Careering on her trackless way,
In sunshine or midnight:
Her course is laid with fearless skill,

Helmless, but on before the gale,
She ploughs the deep-troughed wave;
A gurgling sound –a frenzied wail---And the ship hath found a grave.
And thus is the fate of the acorn told,
Which fell from the old oak tree,
And HE OF THE SHELL IN THE FROSTY MOULD
Preserved for its destiny.
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Red and White Friendship
Interesting Facts
The telephone office was built in 1909 and started off with 181 subscribers. The North Eastern
Co. was the first Company to put in the first telephones. At first there was no night service or Sunday
service.
The oldest house in the town is where Mrs. Maxim lives, on the corner of Tuttle Road and the
Middle Road. The Congregational Church was last remodeled in the year of 1907.
When the house-raising day came for the Hoey Place, every one turned out, as usual, and
there seemed to be quite a lot of drinking at these occasions. One man who was feeling pretty happy
climbed up on the frame and said “This is a very good frame, we’ll call it the PRIDE OF TURKEY
LANE.”
Years ago, the first nine houses on Blanchard Road belonged to Blanchards.
In the year 1812, a vessel was built between Hazellet’s and Greely’s present home. This vessel
was hauled by 80 yoke of oxen over to Yarmouth to the sea.
Shawtown School was named for the three Shaw brothers who settled the surrounding territory.
There is a large white rock with a crack in it on Route 1. It was one time the eastern boundary
of Mass. It is now the boundary between Falmouth and Cumberland.
When a new bell was bought for the Congregational Church in the Center, the old bell was
turned up side down and used for flowers. When the church was remodeled in 1907, nobody know
what became of the old bell.
There was once a saw mill located on the Blanchard Road between what is now Chandler’s
and Ferrell’s. This mill was built by Mr. O. F. Thomes. It was run by steam. The mill finally burned.
Egra Knight Sweetser was a teacher and supervisor of schools in Cumberland. He was also
deacon of the Church. The present school on the Tuttle Road is named in his honor.
The big tree which is quite near Mrs. Bess Burnell’s present home is over 200 to 300 years old.
Mrs. Burnell said that her mother could remember that tree when she was a young girl. It is part of
the forest that the first settlers found when they landed on Maine shores.
Interesting Stories
There was believed to have been a witch in Cumberland in its earlier days, an old woman by
the name of Granny Banks. Some interesting stories have been told about her. Mrs. Bragg told about
one time when Granny Banks was walking down the road and had quite a few bundles. A man with a
wagon came along and the man, knowing Granny Banks and not having any room to spare, refused
to give her a ride. She was angry and said that he would be sorry. As the man continued on his way,
forgetting Granny’s warning, he came to what is now Chase’s or Merrill’s hill. There in the road were
a lot of hogs that just seemed to appear. As he turned around, the hogs would disappear; and when he
tried to pass again, they would reappear.
Another story that was told was that a witch could not walk under metal of any kind. One day
when Granny Banks was going to a certain house, the people thought they would fool her and put a
pair of scissors over the doorway in which she usually entered. Whether she suspected they were trying
to fool her or not, she turned around and entered the house by another door.
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A couple of white women were alone in their home on Cheabegue when they noticed a drunken Indian youth approaching. Frightened, they barricaded the house as best they could. This did not
bother the Indian, and he soon was at the door demanding “accabie” (rum).
Their fear was relieved, however, when the youth’s mother came for him. She was brandishing
a club, and she gave him a good thrashing right there and then. The Indian brave took it meekly and
shambled off. As late as 1870, a small group of Penobscot tribe “summered” regularly on the Island as
their forefathers did before them.
A Story
Back in the early days, soon after the Portland Area had been settled by a few families, the
Indians decided to drive the white people out of this part of their territory. Some of the settlers escaped to Ram Island in Casco Bay, which they fortified. They lived there for a winter and were able to
keep the Indians off the island. Among the settlers driven from what is now Portland, there were three
Scotch brothers and their families. These families did not go with the others. One went to Chebeague
Island and settled there; one went to Cousins Island and made that his home. The third brother
and his family settled on what is known as Walnut Hill in North Yarmouth, because from this hill he
could signal back and forth with his two brothers on Chebeague and Cousins Island. The name of
the brothers was Hamilton, and from that time until 1942, part of Walnut Hill remained in the same
Hamilton family. There are a great many descendents of these Hamiltons still living on the two Islands
and in North Yarmouth.
Taverns
There were three taverns in the early town of Cumberland– Prince and Buxton Tavern at the
Center, and Leighton Tavern at West Cumberland.
Prince Tavern, now the home of Arthur Blanchard and family, is located at the corner opposite the Monument. At the time it was a tavern, the road used to run through the archway. The sheds,
which are still there, were carriage housed. The barn was built later. Horses were changed here on the
way to Brunswick and Rockland. These buildings have been well-kept and are still in good condition.
Buxton Tavern, now the home of Benjamin Stockholm, is at the Center, but it is nearer the
station.
The Leighton Tavern is on the Gray Road near the Gray line, and it is owned by Bruce
Corcoran. It has not been very well taken care of since the tavern closed. One of the barns and the
horse stables have fallen down since 1941. There are a house, shed, and a barn which are in fairly
good condition, but they are deteriorating rapidly. Cattle drivers, on their way to Brighton, Massachusetts, used to stop over Sunday at this place. Horses were changed at Leighton Tavern on the way to
Lewison and Bangor. Many a prominent person like Longfellow, America’s famous poet, has stayed at
Leighton Tavern.
There is also a Buxton Tabern in North Yarmouth, which is now the Albert Beals home. It was
a Half-way House from Lewiston to Portland. The barn to the place has been torn down– The Old
Leighton Barn.
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Early Settlers

Joseph Harris *
Ministers
Tobias Oakman *
Gershom Rice *
Joseph Harris *
Old John Harris *
Thomas Southworth *
Thomas Blashfield Ass. *
Cornelius Soule *
John Powell *
Henry Deering
Joseph Maylin
Samuel Baker *
Daniel Watts
Ephraim Fenno
Edward Shove *
George Felt *
Moses Felt *
Robert Stanford *
William Scales *
Richard Flagg *
Thomas Smith
Seth Mitchell *
Thomas Stearns *
Jo Lewis *
Jedediah Southworth *
Abiah Wadsworth *
John Smith
John Smith
Hugh Benning
John Powell *
Samuel White *
Joseph Bartlett
John Smith Jr.
John Butoph *

The following is a list of the original proprietors and their home lots. The star after the name
denotes one who, so far as can be ascertained, settled on his lot and became a good inhabitant of the
town, or who had formerly been an inhabitant.
Benjamin Prince *
John Homan’s Assigns *
Samuel Smith
Thomas Dogett *
Thomas Crafts*
George Monk*
Ephraim Crafts *
Barnabas Notch *
Robert Johnson *
William Bond
Francis Wyman *
Samuel York *
Phineas Jones *
Jeremiah Moulton *
William Dudley
Benjamin Fogg *
Richard Bray *
Gillbert Winslow *
Samuel Fisher
Jonathan Watson *
John Batten’s Assigns
John Smith
John Mains’s Assigns*
John Smith
James Parker *
Amos Stevens’s Ass.
Peter Blackman’s Ass. *
John Stevens *
Isaic Tarrabee *
William Tarrabee’s Ass.
Stephen Tarrabee’s Ass.
Thomas Tarrabee’s Ass.
Samuel Tarrabee’s Ass.
Henry Coombs’s Ass.
John Provender’s Ass.
William Ashfell’s Ass.
Benjamin Tarrabee *
Roger Edwards
Ministerial
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Schools
Margery Stevens *
Joseph Michell *
James Macfadden
Barnabas Seaberg *
Jonas Rice *
Joseph Chandler *
Perey Bradford
Classac Little *
Nathaniel Brewer *
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William Tailer
Barnabas Scaburg *
John Smith
David Seaburg *
Thomas Fisher *
John Otwell
Jacob Mitchell *
Peter Walton
Byfield Tyde
John Alden
Samuel Brewer
Samuel Seaburg *
John York *
William Coombs *
Bartholomew Flagg
James Buxton
James Petson
Middlecut Cook *
Sendall Farm-John Smith
Sampson Salter *

Merrill, Mrs. Harriet
Ross, Mr. Robert
Rowe, William H.
Shaw, Mrs. Charles
Sweetser, Mr. Harlan

These numbers are found on the map of the following pages.
Books and Pamphlets Used as References
Atlas of Cumberland County --------------------------------------------- 1871
Bulletin of Greely Institute ------------------------------------------------ 1928
History of the Congregational Church by I. Weston ---------------- 1861
History of North Yarmouth by Charlotte Lawrence ---------------- 1936
History of the Town of Cumberland by Mrs. F. R. Sweetser ------ 1921
Isles of Casco Bay by Herbert G. Jones --------------------------------- 1946
Oakes Smith’s Poems by Elizabeth Oakes Smith ----------------------1846
Prince Memorial Library by Harriet C. Merrill ---------------------- 1929
Shipbuilding Days by William Rowe ------------------------------------ 1924
Shipbuilding Days in Casco Bay by William Rowe ------------------ 1929
Town Forest by Ruth Burnell --------------------------------------------- 1928
Citizen References
Blanchard, Mr. Arthur
Bragg, Mr. Harold
Bragg, Mrs. Gertrude
Burnell, Mrs. Millard
Corcoran, Mr. Bruce I.
Hamilton, Mr. Herbert
Hulit, Mrs. Nellie
Mariner, Mrs. Rose
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This book was compiled by the members of the Senior Class of 1948 as the result of a project
in American History, in which pupils made reports and notebooks containing a variety of the history
of buildings, industries, and old families in the ancient North Yarmouth and Cumberland.
The Senior Class wishes to leave this notebook for the future use of classes with an interest in
the growth of Cumberland.
The names of the students are as follow:
Eva Allen
Maxine Allen
Marilyn Bennett
Burton Best
Joan Blanchard
Rosalyn Clark
Allan Corey
Norma Crooker
Verian Downing
Cecelia Flick
Bettina Henry
Glennis Irish
Norma Verrill
Frank Leighton
Donald McLean
Rex Middlesworth
Audrey Monson
Edward Oulton
Virginia Packard
Doris Peterson
William Rogers
Patricia Romano
Laurence Ross
Murray Sweetser
Jacqueline Trites
Ruth Watson
Dorothea Whitney
Miss Evelyn Chatto, Teacher
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